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Many Changes Are
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BUILb LEAF HOUSE Labor DayFestivities
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Here
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Program for Labor BIG PROGRAM
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Business changes in Murray
hie been unusually rapid durAping the past week or so.
parentl) the depression is having
ilL)-effect on business men's faith
in Murray as several businesses
are esepandlug, other new* ones
are being established while others
are being re-arranged for greater
efficiency.
The new leeriness house on
West Main street. between Farmer- Pu rdom
Motor Co and the
Natiortal Hotel is practically completed by its owner, Nat Rytt
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Murray, Kentucky Thursday Afternoon, September-3, 1931

Tobacco Growers
Vote Organization

County Agent C. 0. Dickey reports that Calloway County Jersey
Breeders are showing 21 head of
Murray ()allege Athlete and
registered Jerseys in the third
Heide Mart We at itiat Purchase Dairy allow _hang,. held
Pace Thursday.
at hlayfield today and tomorrow.
Ten of these animals belong to
- We all agree that we are living Junior i-li club .aembers and 11
In a fast age, but we have a local to adult breeders of the county.
record that has not been dupliThose exhibiting animals are as
cated in this vicinity. A Murroy follows; Hendon Bros.; Alibritten
Hopkinsville, Ky.. Aug.
boy was tilngle, without a degree and Hendon, Robert Hendon, R. Members Of, a Joint organizatton
and no Job last Wednesday. Aug- M. Miller, Harry Walker. MAY- committee representing dark fired
ust 'lath., but by twelve o'clock retie Jones, Nellie Ruth Jones, tobacco-growers of Kentucky and
the next night ho was married, Yancey Bennett, Emma T. Brown, Tennessee in all all-day Meeting
was a college graduate and was Silbert Houston,
R. H. Hood, here today decided unanimously
employes!.
Madeline Brown,'Joe ,Itruce W11- to organize two dark fired tobacJames Bowman. ajar football son, James Ward,-• and T. A., co associations and adopted a
player of Miirray State, was the Jones,
t hrei-liption contract.
Miss
Pate of
lucky boy and
This show hat classes for all
Of the two separate organizeOweneboro was the lucky girl.
age females,, 'males, calf club,
tinna. the Weatern Distriet body
At nine o'clock Thursday they Minty herd7tounty
both
were geadatelett and • at sire, produce on dam, cow calling will serve all the counties in
K.ntucky and Tennessee raising
eleven that night he was em- Contest gad production classes.
oahacco known as U. S. Type 23,
ployed as teacher at the Oftion
while the Eastern District will be
High School in Tennessee.
soutposed of all the counties in
Both Mr. and Mrs. Bowman
Kentuoky and Tennessee east of
at
students
were outstanding
the Tent:ease* River, raising toMurray college.
liscco of IS. S. .Type 22, There
The following patients were ad- will be only one central . selling
mitted to the Mason Mertsorial ot eanization which will handle
Hospital during the wit week:
the tobaccer for both the eastern
Mies Mary T. Farmer, Murray: asd western associations.
The
Master's Sidney Bradford
Wil- iseitism of the selling organizaliams, Murray; Mrs. SS W. As- tion will be decided at a later
kew,- Murray; Mrs. Karl Frazee, date.
Murray; Mrs, Jim Vt'lleatleY7 Big
The thgge-option contract proProntinently,-Helsted Woman Had Sandy, Tenn.; Mimi La Nelle Sir \ id t',5 tot the sale at the barn, on
ass. Murray; Mrs. Loyd Waldrop,
Reess/Relpteas invalid
i.e loose-leaf floor or in the hogsMurray; Maw Virginia Sue Penn,
Wfice Than 80 Yellra.
la-ads. at the option of the growMorray; Joe Morgan, Pti ryear,
Tobacco sod over the looseMary Clark, one of the Tenn.; Miss Mildred Elizabeth oaf, tioor and that which goes
.t:thst. women of Callowey county, Miller, Hazel; Master Gene Mooy, in the hogsheads will be graded,
-Ord Monday at the home of Mrs. Indianapolis, Ind.; George C. Meest there will be no grading of
Tiny Clark, near' South Pleasant Lair, Parts; Mrs. J, P. Glasgow, v.eed
sold at the
barn.
The
et the infirmities of age. Mayfield; Mitts Edna Itlaekimmirti,. slower decides
whether he will
lets clerk was ft4 years old and
accept the prise at the barn or
The following .patients were
bad Immo a helpless invalid for
on the loose-heat floor. Any part
he past 20 years. being, confined discharged from the Mason Me. of the crop may be
sold in any
mortal Hospital duringstbse past
to a wheel chair.
of the three ways.
Miss Clark was prominently re- week:
William CetIlins, chief marketJohn C. Beaman, Sedalia 0.
sted througheut Calloway county
ing specialist of the Federal Farm
Shultz, Prigeeton;
anti leaves a large number of M.
Master
;read the contract at the
,..1.11..fie and niece*, elhe was a Charles Dick, Murray; Miss Mary Board-rt-}it
aunt to County
School Farmer, Murray; Master, Sidney meeting add in a written stateBradford Williams, Murray; Mrs. ment outlined the attitude of the
Superitendent M. 0. Wrather..
Funeral and burial services Frank • White,
Hazel;
Elmer Federal Farm Board toward an
w..re conducted Tuesday after- James, Hollow Rock, Tenn.; II.
noon at 'South Pleasant ,Grove by V. Paschall, Hazel; J. W. Freelit-4 R. H Plgue and Re-v. Wen- -man, Paris; Mast, r Gene Mooy,
dell Ensue., Burial was in the rediansepealri, Td,; Miss La Nelle
Stress, Murray;
church cemetery.
Miss Mildred
Elizabeth Miller, Hazel; George C.
MeLarin. Parts,

Hospital News

MISS MARY
94, DES MONDAY

oiganization of dark fired growers. It indicated the board left
it to the growers as to whether
they would hav•• one or two organizations, t•ut stated plainly
that there must be only one sellins agency.
The statement also urged that
the organization be planned, not
as a temporary measure but as a
permanent
maeketing
programu
and --that-- thrbu ghoul -the- drive
for membership no rash promises
sheuld. be made.
The contract ale adopted is to
get to the printer at once. The
county organizations will be set
up. and the campaign for members will be started immediately.
The' extension• service of both
Kentucky 'arid Tennessee and the
Federal Farm Board will assist
the- growers in perfecting the two
aesnciations and pledging members.
The campaign will close
October 15 for the 1931 crop.
The Western Dark Tobacco As
sociation's permanent organization officers include
Chairman.
W. H. Pinney, Murray; vice chairtests J. I. Stewart, Paris, Tenn.;
and secretary treasurer, Marcum
Ligon. Farmington. These three,
with G. C. Dyer, Sedalia, and T.
L. Pace. Hardin. compose the executive commit tee.
The organization committee for
the Western district is composed
of Mr. Finney, Keys ?Wren, Alin°, Boone Hill, Sharpe, T. L.
Pace, Hardiu, T. J. McGregor,
Renrog, J. Is Stewart, Parts, J.
G.
Littleton,
Puryear, W. J.
!trite, Cottage Grove, Markham
[Aeon, Farmington, I', C. Dyer,
Sedalia, 'and H. C. Shemwell,
Boaz.

Parker Bros. Bakery, which has
'oasts1
the w•st side of
this
Imuildins. began moving its ma. Sinery the latter part Of last
sa.sk au -it Was ready to bake In
.s. n. w plant Monday night.
.,
heese vas especially bulidlo,• the Park •t• brothets and giY4
e 111111.
m
mo .1i • '1
.7111.•3
.1 '.'t" also minnounc•si the iostallsn of additional inachtnery and
plamisd a formal opening
‘.S;clo will be annoitticed soon.
It is
understood
that Mr.
roan has not;et rented the east
se :
b
.-'ion of thuntline,
that is
got ittertaini,
ns /several propositions.
'G. I). „J6lineon has announced
te e 'raise of the; former Reynolds
store uiildIuig. between CrawfordCat* and Wear Drug Company,
ee'the North side, of the.sstedkre
• Is moving this Week. Kr.
/ Johnson has also announced"fhet
r. Fain has purchased an
/,./ IV. ,
Interest in the bustness and the
eompany will he known in the
future as Johnson-Fain
Music
-.Sae
The additional space will
By W. H. Finney. ()oilman of agetnent of the Association in
11,
4. Idr. Johnson. room for addiOrganization tYniornittee Western eery way he could sell were he
atecie.
District
to remain outside,. and in addiaV
Wyatt;. formerly swatJohnnie Taylor died at the
tion he will have the alternative
it railway auent here, has leased
Al
a
meeting
.of
represents.home
of his brother', Jim Taylor,
of prizing his tobacco and awaitrear half of this buildies; I ounty Attorney Hall Hood 148,10,4
tives
from
various
countleeID
six
miles
West of Hazel Thursing a more favorable market if
Gpening Address at Exercises
trnai Mr. Johnson and has opened
,' day ',Osmoses, August 27, at one the Dark-fired Tobacco Ore/wing+ he chooses.
Monday.
s jstm printing plant there.
District of Kentucky and Teno'clock,
age
G7
years.
Every tobacco grower Is urged
. J. K. Farmer has- leaamr the
Mr. Taylor left this county 21 nessee in Hopkinsville, Ky., OD to read the contract that the t'.
The opening exercise at -Kirkfarmer Hood-Moore Liitimber Co.
24,
August
it
was
decided
to
years ago and lived in the state
S, Government has approved, and
Soistli Fifth street and •,ey• -High School. was one of the
'of Arkansas for that period of ]ftunch a campaign for member- if thete,fs some proVision "that Is
will operate tisloose leaf.- floor ',us, openings In the history of
Alp
for
the
establishment
of
,a
time.
He
returned.... here two
not clearly understood, get in
ysser. Mr. Farmer has -he school.
Own'.
cooperative association based on touch by telephone or personal
The devotional exercises were months ago, having developed
lake•ii two-year lease and began
a'
ineinbership
contract
that
has
dropsy,
which
rapidly
contact
with someone that will
weakened
werk la.st week on improving the •onducted by Bro. W. B. Potts
him anti, the last.
He is. sur- beim approved by the Federal be designated te. the organizabuilding. Mr. Farmer has retired end the local pastor, Brother'
vived by two brothers, Jim and ,Farm Board, and the State Ex- tion committee to expiate the
from active management of the Smith. The program consisted of
tension Departments otAte1lL.1(n- contract so that there -will be no
ratmer-Purdom Motor Co. though songs by -autItence, piano solo Come both living near Hazel. He
eicky and Tennessee, , •
was neVer married.
misconstruction
placed on any
his financial by Mist Fredia Stark. and
he has retained
It was decided to- organize an of its provisions.
Burial services were conducted
Clifford reading by Mrs. William Grogan.
.interest in this firm
he Rev. R. le Gregory at Pleas- ossoclation to handle the tobacco
The
contract is deetgned for
The principal speaker of the
Meluein has succeeded Mr. FarmWest, of your protection. and you are in
eroduted
In
the
counties
ant
Grove,
Friday
afternoon.
.1 as general manager,
morning was Mr.--Hall Hoot. The
;he Tenneasee River to be known position to profs, t your interests
-Thotoh ii has not been of- , hem.' of the address was "Puras ths Western Dark Fired Tobac- III the sale of the growing crop
here,
it
is
pose of Education-.
Mr. Hood HIGH SCHOOL BAND
tidally
eo Growers ,Association and one of tobacco which is the largest
utorerstood that Ler- very forcefully brought out the
....of. rally
TO ASSEMBLE MONDAY ior the
counties East of
the for many seasons and perhaps
man Bros., a Louisville concern, idea that education begins at
River to be known as the Eastern
has leased Mr. Turner's present iarth and continues throughout
Ail members of the Murray Dark Fired Tobacco Growers As- '')e hest crop grown in this dis.rict ie ten years.
location on the Corner of Fifth life. -.We are educated that we High School band are requestedsociation, but will be a federa'flit' time for effecting this ormay have life and have it more by Jot English, director, to asand Main,
tion of the two associations by an
Le.'man Pros operates stores in abundantly. We do not train to ,enible in front of the ,schooi overlusad organization to sell all sanization• is short, and every
u-ro\ or is urged to become a
in Richmond Cynthiana. Russell- be a genius in any one field but building Monday afternoon at 2
a the tobacco of the, two asaoci- etember at the- earliest date posyAlis Glasgow. Campbellsviite and re develop all oirr-talents. The o'clock.
attons and tor the purpose of con- sible so that a selling organizaother Kentucky speaker stated that the man who
nettiber of
Menthete are asked to hring in- Fueling the affairs of the memtion be established by the AsTheir stores are caah eau, grow two ,orrains of corn strumento; and Musk.
-Pities.
bers of both organizations along sociation before the usual beginwhere originally only one has
department stores,
the most efficient and economical ning of the selling season. The
much a
- Tom Bell, former New Concord arown Is as
creative New Manager of Lerman
Ones pessible.
orgenization
Committee
twist
purchavad
the genius as the minister, teacher, or
ini•reSaists shas
HeadellarterS for the member- know by October 15 if there ts
Brothers Visits Murray
He who has a viston. and
imit•-reet. 0.1. Cetus Butterworth in awser
ship caimoiaign has been estah- stiffictent tobacco pledged, to enthe grocery story hero and the san use that for something Worth
44a4ted -is •Merray,.. Ky.; and eon--atffe- '1111"'Agerteliettnil to Opera t e
William Partarman -wins I ss
lirux be Mete kfltt*cfnassit-seatzlir:1011TfrffrFeaily the educated mats.
manager of the
Lerman tracts are tieing printed and will successfully in selling the 1931
Mr Hood closed his remarks Hie
This stete is located at
TWYI.
Broth. rs Cash Department Store 41. read) to submit to growers crop.
ift h and Maple streets at the hy saying that too many were
In this fine _growing crop of toherethe. this week. Meetings of tobacco
arrerthwest eorner of- --the poitrt- easetais essweestat -*WI -his &dreier which will be'
was not to . be afraid of the early part of October arrived in growers are being 'scheduled at bacco lies practically all of the
'goat,
the
organizavarious
points,
and
Murray
with Nrs. Packman and
cash nmoney available to farmers
A W. Williard has remodeled truth. The,-person who has detion committee plans to have of the Dark Fired tobacco disbarn at the extreme west end le loped hie talents in an orderly two daughters to look their new
district trict for another year, therefore
-every
school
meetings
In
location
over.
of Moot,. treet and has added harmonietis systematic way is the
Mr. and Mrs Packman were as Well as other points in the en- the responsibility rests upon the
!person -who has learned how to
ree storage P ilaCP
..s. highly pleased with Murrayand tire district at an early date.
tobacco growers of the DarkThe Ledger Ss Times has begun live,
Hearty cooperation has been of l'ised District as to whether an
Other Interesting talks were are anxious to get settled here.
e mit on installins an improved
lines
of
enmen
in
many
fm-red
by
Mr. Packinan is determined to
Association will be established
tuseleds.sos ee, which will- -)ereatly stern by the faculty and members
give the good people of this vi- deavor to assist in effecting a under time
of the
sponsorship
inerease the effirienecys of ell:st- of the andtence.
tothe
strong
of
organization
cinity
a
real
Federal Farm Board to place the
department
store
The nesiter press
int a newspaper
loose°
cu11w-Ors sin-ce an
Aseocielitist
to
any
in
the
large
money
cities
tarkerting
of
the
crop
of
'
pi int a
from tolls and ,-' vastly
Mr. Packman ham been very ation will not attempt to func- this section on a better basis, or
are& tip the methods formerly
am+
successful in the mercantile husi- lion unless sufficient membership will the growers permit a repetiIt
need In printing the paper,
nese the past twenty years and is 'secured to enable it to be a thin of last season selling when
Is a smaesive piec.e-of machinery,
both-Mr. and Mrs. Packinan leave 'strong factor in the mariseting stress-rime/shad no alternative but
v elshine more than eleven tons.
Ilen
the tobacco
Grogan, .executive
In -sell In competition to every
vice- a host of friends In Bedford, IndiWhile conaniodity prices are
c-c
.r
o cwrilr find the con- other growe.
In a demoralised
great farm pros president of the Reek of Murray, ana where they recently eenduet- or T
depressed.
liberal as it provides market,
ter- this yenr which places- D)c-rai, and R. M. Langston, ed the largest- department store traet very
throe methods by which he may
farmer, Republican, in that city.
Upon the action of the tobacco
t h.' pantry and prominent
htv. of food
Lerman, Bros. operate fifteen am II his tobacco. He mar sell at, growers, during the next
few
,feel in the cribs and were nanuai members of the Cal:0-10.i
the
to
deliver
direct
harp
and
Hs
weeks may depend whether this
is regarded as the begin- InwaY county election board by department store throughout Kenoffer
huyer;
ho
may
deliver
and
the
state
election
tucky
and
tobacco
Murray
crop
will
be
can -feel proud
sold
at
commission last
ling of the end of the depreesion week.
that they have selected this thriv- for sale on the association's loose ruinous low pricees or. whether
for the farmers,
United
graded
by
an
floor,
have
it
Sheriff
Clint.
ing
community
a
substantial
sum
of
money
for
one
of
may
firinkard
their
is,
its
is expecting
by
The colleee
States Government Grader and a come into the hands of the grow°Mee, the third stores.
greatest enrollment at the fall virtue of his
price placed on the tobacco by the ers that may not otherwise come
term whfirh will open September member of the Board.
management of the-assocla- Into their possession.
Mr.
sales
Grogan succeeds Newsome Young Man Declared Insane
1'7.
Keys, Ainto, as the Democratic
Don; or have It prized in hogsThere is no disposition on the
and part of the organization commitrepresentative. Mr. Langston wee
Archie Fennel, Wadesboro, age heads and obtain an advance
at
300 Athind Opening
e to
eappointed.
make any fight on the
23, was examined and pronounced let the Association sell it to the
Lynn Grove Monday a. m.
insane by Dr. Outland and Dr. hsst advantage possible. In other manufacturers, dealers, or other
everyhave
agencies who buy our tobacco
Starks and the Qmsrterir court words the grower will
Piers, Steel Trouble at
Mote than :eel perm-ins, includhad him removed to Hopkinsville thing to salt) and nothing to for we must retain them as our
Eggiser's
member
of
Ferry
a
bessonang
graduates
Bridge
loge
by
patrohs,
Fordente.
friends
and cosOmaers They are
•
ing
Monday afternoon.
this Associlition in that he will be organized to make money for
and friends attepdad the opening
Construction of the highway
Ills tobacco themselves
their
stockand
or Lynn Grove high school MonMrs. Glenn C. Ascraft is rest- In position to sell
bridge at Eggner's Ferry has
and with the
day
ing well at_ the Mason Memorial under the--guidance
been
(Continifed
on
Rack
Pagel
manftpid-mp
sales
some
efficient
time on seof DD
• Following a concert by the
ospital
following a
second. advice
I,vnn Grave School band, the euunt of cracks In two of the operation • Monday.
Mrs.
Ashriver
piers
And
were
discovery
nhehing
exercises
that
formal
en& him been quite ill for seversteel of lean tensile strength than
held.
al.weeks but Is believed she is
The deviifronal was conducted specified being used.
well on the road to recovery.
Work on the piers Is now in
by Elder 1. R. Scott and was folMrs. W. S. Swann and son,
The cracked parts are
lowed with. a piano solo by Miss process.
Billie,
Mr.,and Mrs. H. P Wear.
Addresses were being torn away and will be re- Miss Califs Wear, Mr and Mrs
Emma Douglas
placed
with
new
Parker,
fortner
concrete.
ceorge
hy
made
Henry Gatlin and daughter atThe steel question bag caused
county clerk and Joe T. Lovett,
funeral of George'
tended the
considerable debate, It is underThere__ will be _a regular reels- istering of all qualified foterts
Mur,raY.
Brandon .1r,at..-Doefer. Tenn..
The cordractor &fed,
made sion
Prineipal T C
nation of qualified voters Main thof reel;derZir -roiers-thal Ease
Monday,
last
to a Frankton dissince the
annou ncements, s after according
tiev,-Septentber 14. at the regular become of age
several
Miss May Wilson. Buchanan. voting precincts of the city.
adjoornma tn pateh. that a mistake had been
regular registration and those
which I ill- 1111111,.,
'Tenn., was- discharge-el from the
The regular voting precincts that have moved from one preheir class tooms for organ i211.- made becatele the steel specified
Clinle - Hospital
V.'aS 111111/11181 in )ridge construct- Keys-Houston
will have officers there during rind t to another may register
tI
after
successeul
operaSubday
a
stu- ion_.
He offered to 'strengthen
.Egez._srecas,w,41, tiring
the dui from 0 o'elosk in the The voter to be elegible to regis-i?r• -fo-r,ietf -vat'"`"*.
''
"1'
•
'
V.en e•litasca
"
'
aouti1 1.1 010 .L.01.4,0)1
11.
R.
It is rellehly understood that
Scott, manager of the a fternoon.
the state one year, the coonty
.to Lynn Grove this term.
precinct -sixty
the
Co,,
its
month
the
pleas
called_ _for
regietretton
teaefie -M-drtikle
Prodachs_re7
'rtite_113 the only
and
The voter If already..rese
MIAs Lillian iiiri:ator of -Clete- attength of 37,000 pounds to the turned home Wednesday from a aescieh the voter may change poll.- days
transfer
Istered
play make a
Lliiite_ls visiting Mr- rd Inch while that tieing Installed five -days business trip to Pitts- tics.
•
The reglairation is for tits rag- wIllibUT any time limit.
Burton, on North Fifth strwaV Weis -only 30,000 pounds sOnagtar harsh. Cildditnati And LotitsrAls.

'DARK FIRED'IBACCO GROWER
- ASSOCIATION IS LAUNC

KIRLSEY SCHOOL Johnnie Taylor Dies
Gm FINE START Near Hazel Thursday

Grogan, Langston
on Election Board

Regular Registration
Day Monday,Sept. 14

-for
Let - tiont ract
Wed ricsstla y
$23,00o modern Structure East
of ,Itsliroad.

One of the finest tobacco rehandling houses in Western Kentucky will be built hie eb by Out9:00 A. M.- Big Parade
land Bros this fall
The loca143:00 A. M.-Concerts by High
tion of this up-to-date building
School Bands
will be on their lots east of the
11:00 A. M.-100-Yard Dash
railroad, the Willie Site
where
for Boys 12-16; 220-Yard
their barn was destroyed by fire
_
Dash for Ages 17 up
last year. Contract was let Wed1.00
P. M.--01d, Fiddlers
nesday morning to Key Brothers
Contest; -Fat Man's Race
Coustruction Co. and preliminary
2 uo P. M.---Addreas by Conwork will be started the latter
Gregory,
Voris
gressman
part of this week.
Mayfield; Music
It is estimated that the build3 00 P. M.-Baseball -Hazel
ine a ill cost in the tolatiborhood
vs. Pine Bluff
ot $25,00o.
Its- dimensions are
so by 210 feet and it will contain two stories and a basement,
and will be entirely of brick,
steel and cement. The contract
calls for completion of the buildtee by Noteniter 15.
Outland brothers, who are natives of this county, have operated
a tobacco rehandling plant in the
Advice
old house at the north end of Dickey (lives Growers
Fou ft h
on Firing Tobacco for
street t or
the
past
Rem Results.
several years.
'
Calloway County - farmers are
harvesting the best crop of tobacco from the patch 'since 1926
according to County Agent, C. 0.
Dickey.
Tobacco men concede
that this minty's' crop is the best
of the dark fired district.
During the next two weeks,
Many good crops in the filed
tile Ledger & Times will be pro- will be spoiled in the barn by imduced somewhat under handicaps. proper firing.
From over 60
We are in the millet of installing re-cords in the county agent's ofa_ new type
press whieh
will fice we find that the following
greatly facilitate the printing of procedure witir the use of a
our newspaper but in the mean- thereionieter will get a high
time all our papers must be hand quality finished product. Durfolded.
ing the yellowing process which.
• For that' reasmos we are asking takes front 8 to 12 days, use no
all our advertisers and all our tire, unless there is danger of
news contributors to help us as home-burn, in which ease use a
much as they can by Ceiling their slow fife- with a temperature of
copy in the office as early as poe- 75' to e5 degrees. After the tosible during these two weeks.
bacco is yellowed start with a
It will help a lot and we'll cer- slow (ire of about NO degrees
tainly appreciate it
Thank ypu. temperature and raise your temeereture each day 10 to 16 degrees until you reach a temperature of 135 degrees.
This will
take a period of 5 to 6. days.
This is the most critical period of
firing, -when the color "is set and
Only 115,000...have been paid should not be shortened. When
in taxes this wear before Septemperature of 135 degrees is
tember conipar••d to $24,1)00 col- reached. ,fire at 136•degreee to
lected last 'Year or a difference of 145 degrees until-The leaf and
nine thousand, according to a stett are thoroughly dried out.
statement by Sheriff Drinkard.
In no case get your barn hotter
Two per cent was discounted -to than 150 degrees, because above
those who paid taxes before the that temperature you will have
flzst of September, this eeuals six glazed tobacco.
After the leaf
per cent interest on the money. is theroug_hlysdried out, gradualThe dead Ittrot-Tor Tamen/ Is The- ly. lower your barn temperature
first of the year.
ant continue with smoking fires
Sheriff Drinkard attributed the until the desired finish is reachdepression as the cause for the ed. Sawdust makes a good fuel
slow 'payment.
for
finishing,
A total
firing
too-iret of 30 to 40 days gets the
highest quality finished crops.
SUCCESSFUL REVIVAL
If you are using a thertnonteter
_BY LOCAL MINISTERS
with' a 'firing Scale with higher.
i.-useeratures "than those given
The Rev. Mr. ;J. M Kendall of
tfurray and the Rev. W. Is Ensor above4t will get you. In trouble.
Those scales are for filres,curing
of Hazel reported a very SU C.1.1,aeco.
em-ssful revival the past week at
144 growsra are k
ihe MetlitiaTtif-Clitirch at Lebanon,
barn record.: of their- -firing for
Tenn. There were
venteen conCounty Agent C. 0. Dickey this
versions and tw••Iv•• addition's to
year.' E. C. Vaughn and Russel
the church.
Hunt of the University of KenBrother Kendall who is a great
tucky and Mr. Dickey will visit
spiritual leader,
did excellent
711..St. cooperators
the week of
preaching_
Brother Ensor lead
eeetember 21.
time song se
-;vice.

BEST LEAF CROP IN
tYEARS IN COUNTY

Handicapped for
Week or Two

Tax Collections Are
$9,000 Behind 1930

Arettitte-citoirsis-- Visit in County Saturday

Ke..tway

R.1. NEWPORT, VA
HAZEL DIFS 24111

Dr, W. D. _Kunkhouser, dean
or the graduate school, head of
the department of soology, and,a
member of the
it. partment of Prominent I ItiZerl and 128111111er
ant hropology:
archaeology and
Was. 7-4: Had Lived-on Same
nd Prof. W. S. Webb, head of
Pim e for 70 Years.
the departnient of physics, and a
Inember of the department
rt• -7; years
archaeniney
WhiiiropoloeY ot
e4-. a protninent citizen and
from the Criiversit) of Kentucky fano,' ot Hazel. died Tuesday
hare been in CalloWny - count yloc.a.Ghg....aistasiesegaZ- isseartrr
aneumonia.
Funerai and burial
These esimmeators have publish- em•reinonies were held the foldurin_g the eight years that loeine day at Mt P14.1180[11,
they have been working in the
Mr
Newport had resided on
field of Kentucky archaeology the haute homestead, that formerand apthropology, many papers 1,) was occupied by his mother,
and one text book.
They are for the past seventy years. His
nos- preparing-a-complete archae- fat her died when he, was only
ological surven of'the state, and two years old. He.la a Primitive
due to their limited linowledge Of Baptist in belief.
the sites in Calloway, County they
No man stood higher in esteem
were forced to visit Murray With' in his community than Mr. Newthe aid of Hugh and Hal Hous- port anti the people who knew
ton, former students of Dr. Funk- him are greatty grieved. He Is
houser, they were able to locate serrived by one sop. James Henry
nineteen 11114-.A. Two or three of Newport
these old Indian 'Bee may be
Mrs, Will Chester and "Mrs.-Joe
excavated in order to fully estab- novels
Murray,
attended • the
lish the ithmtity of th•m culture funeral.
that hundreds of years ago 'lived
in this section of Kentitelry.
Dr B. F' Berry had in his col- Paul Dismukes, Leon
lection two pieces of pottery that
King
Are
Parollnd
-were of great interest to the
Photographs
were
scientists.
Two men sentenced from the
taken. which may he used in Calloway
circuit
court
were
their report. Other pictures were among the 98 prisoners at Eddytaken of mounds which were chile penitentiary parrolled last
found in the county
week to relieve crowded condiskim' at the prisons.
Practically all members of the
Those from here given their
Murray Rotary Club were present freedom
were Paul Dismukes,
last Thursday when the club at- given 18 months on a charge of
tended a communitt. meeting at store breaking last November and
Smotherman school in the south- Leon King. convicted of hog stealeast part of the county. The Ro- ing and sentenced to 18 months
tarians were given a special invi- tt, the same 'term,
The men
tation by the Smotherman 4-H have already ieturned to their
club and report a most enjoyable homes
occasion.
Parker Bros_
bakery, which
moved this week to its handsome
new location on West Main, just
east of the National Hotel, has
----announced that it will piesbably
Note change of time In night
have its formal opening after the'
opening of rime eollege and hieh so.rtAry.
Storning service - Sunday School
schools,
Miss Katherine Simpson. _Mut- 9:15.; Preaching at 10: 4 5.
seryires
Ey-ening
Prayer
raN, had her tonsela removed at
aamague, S 45; Preackieg,
Ii.' Ciiimic-Hospital on Moeda/.
subThet.
'lirdement
or
the
crest
• MarThall "Ross, 22, colored, was
arrested Monday night by Mime white Tkrone.".
Robinson for gambling
-Hr yras
Local employees of the KenlodgPel its jail awaiting trial.
Mrs. K C. Frazee has been t tick y-Teilneettect Light & Power
Cennothy
attended a company
mike 111 for the past several days
and 15 tinder 8011217.•-tt'esteaorte-fit. i.areseteserfelfeweeielh witesdetle
at which plans Were made for a
the Mason Memorial Rosetta,.
dew security. drive..
Altai, V*1444444,- et th.--.
'Nflqs STarelettni 'ithihop -Is
?init.,'Ill 0115
-(a0r.
ttek at his home on East Main spending a couple of weeks in
Chicago and
street, ' ,

Baptist• Church
Announcements

American Legion Spcistsors•
Festivities at College
Field
BALL GAME, SPEAKING,
CONTESTS A.4tE BOOKED
Admission Free; Legionaires
Will Sell Refreshments
to Help Corps•
One of the largest crowds in
several years is expected at Murray Monday for the great community Labor Day Celebration
which will' be held on College
Field under the auspices of the
Calloway Post of the American
Legion.
The cetenratien has' been extensively
adyvtised all
over
Western
Kentucky and
large
numbers of visitors from other
counties are expected to join
the
occasion.
Legionaires I
every section of Calloway coun
ty report that there is much In
terest in the celebration and tha
every part of Calloway county will
send large numbers' of visitors. ft
Practically all of the busineosh
houses in Hurray are co-operste-'
Mg to make the oceasiou a hugei
success and most every store In
the city will be closed_ from 1.0:30
a. In. until 2:30 p. ga, in order,
that' the owners and employees
may attend the celebration.
An interesting program, that
will occupy the entire day has
been arranged.
Festivities will
be opened at nine o'clOck with a
big parade of the Legionaires,
led
by the
Drum and
Hug10
Corps. The corps has been practicing diligently for the pane
several weeks and is now one of
the best trained in the state. .
At 10:00 o'clock, concerts. -W111be given
by tbe various
high
school bands of the county under
the direction of Mr. Floyd, to be.
followed by a series of athletic,
events for which prises have been'
offered hy the Legion.
After the noon hour, the Old
Fiddlers" Contest and Fat Man's
Race will be staged and these
will be followed by _a patriotic
address by Congressman W. Voris
Gregory, of Mayfield.
At three o'clock, a free base
ball game will be played between
the Hazel and Pine Bluff teams.
Rivalry between these wises i*
exceedingly keen and both of
them are expecting big delegations of home rooters to cheer
theTrchi on
eLegion
announces that
prizes WITI be Oven In all contests and that all exhibitions are
free. There will bajis-admissiOn
charge to the grounds.
The Leastonatres will have for
sate- barbecue._ all_.kinds of food
and soft drinks, proceeds from
0,e
which
umna
ti
ajul
cb:
rg
n
kef
.it of

aat
tourthe,_

Mrs. Houston to Preside
•Over Auxiliary Session*
Mrs. E. B. Houston, Dr. and
Mn,, B. B. Keys, Dr. and Mrs. C.
H. Jones, Dr and Mrs. J. A. Outland and Hal Houston will leave the last of this week for Lexing_.where they will attend
the State; VeaTrartilit"Bate sea-teal Auxiliary meeting.,
which
will be held at the University of

J

'
.
the 10th
Mrs. Houston is president of
the State Auxiliary and yin _—
side over its various sessions. The
women will meet in MoVey Hall
and the doctors in the Memorial
Hall. Mrs. M. C. McLaughlin, of
St. Joseph. Mo., national auxiliary
president, and Dr. E. Starr Judd,
of the Mayo Sanitarium, Rochester, Minn., who is president of the
National Medical Society, will be
the main speakers.
A luncheon at hieVey Hall on
Tuesday and one, at the Country
Club on Wednesday will be amoug
the soeial courtesies to be -shown
the doctors and their wives.
---13y. Keys will attend in.the official capacity of a member of the
State Board- of Health, and Mrs.
Jones as state eocrespondIng secretary of the Auxiliary.
Langston, Ensor in
Golf Tourney'Finals

--

The finals match in the handicap golf tournament sett the Murray Golf ad Counts Club is set
down for today with Rev. Wendell Ensor and B. E. Langston
fighting It out for the honors.
Mr. Langston ban been a favorite since the beginniog_ but Rev..
Ensor is'a dark horse who swept
through the lower tiraeket with
ease.

Brooks Starr, .professional at
the club, has announced that a
elithS championship
tournament
will be. held on the course this
fall.

The Weather
t e' past
i bkw
lireektjAjaL
totalledWu
29
of rain here since Wednesd
lam week
The ahowere
about the same in sinonat Thur.'-.
day and Friday of teat week and
Tuesday and Wednesday of this
Total preelpitatiou for the year
to dailada.21.7g Menag
hie*t
dieei have hien
moderate wtth • mamas= 6f 12
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mire. Resister at °mew tIlark's
taint.... Cetus House, Sit
as, September 11.
811
Miss N'itvell_ Parker spent the
w.vel end at her home in Lynn

for her hotue. Mr. Cole will ate the
Mason
Memorial 110zig1tal
John WlMilio1 Overby, witeltan
lars011, serompialed at the Stabri for dier-illeitera District .
company his daughter to hter whets: she has been smite III for been III tor the
past two WOOS 141". 00
11:1111•
8
%
I
.
°I1
=4
116.1168
O. bp Miss Pardo' Kelly, sang of Kesiteehy la. ihit leaner at
home for a weekSsvisit.
several weeks.
with, malarial fever, is not muchIt'14.
- Autumn. lAillaby". Mho ghtatiwts K. 180110011, doing bauds Johu Mac Meloan Frankfort,
Don't forget registration% dais, better. MI= Jess GAM 01 CHUM. Annie Lou Herron read the poem, newt in he IMMO of K. R. Rol
spent Thursday to Saturday here Nituiday, September
You
Mrs.14.
Sallie
Calhoun
and
end guest of
Miss1 waa week
VW "The !dab That's -la Tune", pre- lead & Company, Bankrupt
'Mrs. Will G. Harris will re'- k;r0V,
with his brother. 11 it Meloan mufti be properly registered berme Skinner of the Mason
Memorial Frances Bradley.
.tern to her home in Nasky.e_ ThOnlaS
aiding an instructive talk on the
In the and Mrs, Meloan.
Mr, Meloan sou fait sole. Cheek up and be Hoopitiiil spent the week end ml
the
To
Creditors of. the BankBorn to Mr. ad MM. IL K. subject of "The Man-To-Be" by rupt:
a. latter part of this week aire-r-Fain-liton grocery. His father iv has also keen visiting his brother, stir..Register at County (leek's
Memphis.
Parker of St. Lotibi. Mo., at -D; E. forums
Seperintendent
County
els•ftdine a 'Week here with Mr. ceutly purchased the interest eif Perry. and sister, Mr. Frans, ssyt_ office, I 'aitirt House, NItital44. Sep.
Miss Clarice TIndley and ees.i Paul's hospital, a big girl.
This is to notify you that EntThey Robert- Broach, which was enjoy,
alai. Mrs. Toni Williams and other itotterworth.
vester. at Brownsville
John timber 14.
1411 Hob. is trending two- weeks at formeritly lived
mett It. Holland. doing busfeV*8
Pine Bluff eel by all his bearers.
ri-latises and friends.
Nine. Lucille Story returned to Mae has become quite famous
Mrs. Is L. Jones and six chit- 'World 'Beach. Fla.. with rel&-t on the east aidenear
le
the name of E. B. Hollend &
or the county.
Betts Mosinee, publisher- of She Metray Saterday to begin work winee the
petrels-aline --- et
his item .returned so- their heme-iti ttvese-- •--company. U.S on '310-131-31. 17.Mrs.
and
Mr.
Egner
and
Jess
DItU4i
FIX
1'1'
ft. ovensville, Ky
JOXICti
News, his Son, a: the Mile Bird Cafe
She has famous "Shakertown Blues" in Gleason
Tenn . Monday after
te.1 eltuP adJudieateVtiankrupt,
Opus Roberts left Thuredey for Mr.
. and Mrs. Cecil. Draffen of
Jack. and, sister. Mrs Frank Syl- been in Paris. Tenn , for the the Courier-Journal and /*her
site .atp
..i, kiFtv,„ here with sprint.:
Lake. Ky., where he will Paducah returned Wednesday ccve....ter, were here Thuredas. and Past tat, months.
A new metal ceiling has been anti that first creditors meetleg
papers of tti state.
Sirs. J on es niot her. Mrs. , Eliza- eskes schl.
school.
from a trip to the Maus- built in Junes Drug Company this will be held`al the law office of
s Friday as guests of MI and Mrs
Wr has.' a nice line of Fall
ferret registration day,, heft Wasita m and other relatives
V.' Crawford In Murray, Kenmoth Cave. They also visited the week and the entire etore le
• -- It. It. Moloan
- English was in town., over cuing
that sill arrive
Hi Meloan came fires-se,,
this Monday: september
14, l'ou :ind friends. Rey Jones. whd wao owJo%.,,,,,k
ond
business
on
Jefferson - nimbi Monument and being redecorated and repainted. eck V September .11, 1931, at
,Ittr,„1 he old Itatwecit tArrws which week--satitts, creiww, and jer- meet be [merely registered before formerly motto'. of
the East Murnine a. m . at which time It,
• he had
Mary Roberts left Wed- Bowling Green while gone.
purchaseed from i• the seys. Prices right. See us before you can vote. Cheek up aterrbe ray circuit. has been in Meinphis T.,„,Miss
aid misiltors may attend. prove,
aa)
, .
Clotell
Tucker,
Mhos
Miss
Inez
Leaser & Times.
for
Stern,
you buy .--S'artiser & Short.
Ky.,
Roanoke.
Ronald
Va..
Collins
of
where
she
sure. Register at c
Clerk's holding a meeting.
Brewer. and Hard and Clara has a_gigispigeon which flies to his their claims, elect a trustee, ex15 out forget- registration tha3,
J
Sirs
Wession. Toledo. office, Come Heuer. NI
A
la), Sep.Everett Hutzlies, former mayor w ill he employed for the next
Nell Cunningham spent the week elassroom with him in Virginia amine the bankrupt, and trans%unlit%
Scorn ther 14.
VIAL Ohio. who has been visiting her tetuber 14.
S11 of Siorray. and now a resident va-iar as school teacher.
act Buell other business as maY
frOst he properls registered before father. Mr. R I. Cole. of this
Miss Mary Bouriand spent the end with Mr. and Mrs. Jess Kg- Heights peers thy. 'it- and Mrs S
liter-son of Memphis. was a visitor in the
properly come before "said meetyou can votes Cheek up and be coUnty, left Saturday morning Arid son. Hush St e\ on,
week end at her home in Kirk - aer of Bentou.
ret timed et!, Friday
Mr Hughes was at wy.
ing.
•• Eulaine
Miss
Gilbert
the
spent
to their hone in Nasliv ill, Mon Ole time- connected with the Bank
week end with Mr. and Mrs. Irve NI)Tleit 01: FIRST (.1114MT°It8 Mayfield, Kentucky
Desiree
Jeffrey
spent
the
weekday after visiting Mr and Mr.
.. et Mai ray
MEETING
J. C. SPEIGHT
with Mrs. Joe Raker at Pine Brewer of Murray
H P Wear
Pearson has
M
Mr. and Mrs. Manila Orr and end
mur.
September 1, 1531
Dr. and Mrs. David Ir. MoCanbeen visiting with . her parents ehildren have
returned
Hpitna.
District
Court of the
front
United
H ,,,t cv.ano was in Hardin sun_ n4,11 .4Lid little *on. pa,./4
Referee in Bankruptcy
here for t he peer few weeks, but" Oe ensliero. whore they spent
a (MY. Mr. and Mrti.'"I. H. Crass. left Tuesday morning for their
Mr. Pearson onls stayed over the serk with Mrs.
°r" oarest-shome in Fort Worth after Berndweek -end
Elmus Houston has returned his parents, retitrned with him
iii NItirlay for a .hurt visit
tt g several weeks here with Mrs.
Mr and Mrs.' Burnett Wafter- home. after a
week 's
stay in
Mr and Mrs. T. 0 Turner, Mr. McConnell'e parents, Mr. and
field returned to Murray Friday '• - • S -I s.•
:end
Mrs Toni Turner Jr Misses Mrs. M. I). Holton. Mrs. Holton
..VvIllng after a 1700 mile trip to
His R. S Robinson. Mrs. lin'
---- Kant.% Nlartin and Bessie 'Bran- returned
with them to
Fort
Iowa
Warterfield • report.•d
and
I.lit
Cerulean
a wondertakt iriis with no car were luncheon guests in the house;
Sttuings Worth for a two weeks visit.
His. Ralph Standfield, of Los
4 Ongla)
trouble.
Corn crop is good In Of Muss Joe T l'arker Tuesday. '
Miss litaiisolette Holcomb is Angeles, Calif., is the house
Iowa in all sections except in
Miss. Connie Coleman of Bran- visiting
relatives in
cataden, gue.t of Mrs. J. G. Hart this
the north where the drouth
Jon is the guest ot her brother.:
-k.
a et
net °sop is hest in the history of Melville, Cole/nab and family this,sTenn.. this week.
Mrs. Knight and. Mrs. Latta
Ralph and Max Churchill were
the state. commented Mr Warter- week.. Miss Robbie McCuiston
were accompanied to Bruceton
field.
At Chicago the, saw the will join her later in the week. it: MavfieId Saturday.
Ralph Churchill
left Sunday by Mrs. Parker where they spent
air races, heard a large group of
Little Zane Coleman and mothfor
Fordsviiie, Ky., the week end lo the home of Ale
musicians from all over the world er visited Mrs. Nora, Bagwell of IleOfning
They
at Soldiers Field.
He saw the Kirksey Friday night and Satur- where he will. lead the singing and Mrs. C. E. Stakes.
for Baptist church at that place, also visited Mrs. Knight's broth"babe' knock one homer, a three. day. '
Mr.
tor
er,
Lafayett
Bennett,
end
the
ensuing two weeks.
bagger and two two base hits iu
.Mr. and -Mrs. Rody Smith, acFull D. Glover, and family, Mrs. Bennett, in 1Flollow Rock.
four times at t he plate in a ball companied by Mr and Mr's. J. W.
James Knight and Jot Tom II
eame at Chicaso
Nesbit, of Madisonville. returned formerly of Murray, who have
POUNDS
25c
We have a large shipment of Friday from I,os Angeles, Callii , heen in Detroit for the past five and Rua el Albert Parker res•
hats that will nrrive this week. where thie attended the sessions sears, have been visiting friends (turned home Tuesday night from
Newest styIes: prices from $1.l)$ of the National ReraT Letter Car- and relatives in Murray for a Mentiihis, Tenn.
11.3.118.—Fartner & Short.
riers' Association
Mr. Nesbit is
COUNTRY STYLE
12/
1 2c
ro*na
Mims Sadie Padgett left this
Win. Miller is !no. MI; a new erretident of the 'Kentucky
ashome built on South 12 -treet
t)ur butter is churned from .fancy pasteurized
sociation.. Mr. and Mrs. Smith wornins tot Chattanooga. Tenn.
Miss Elizabeth Oliver left FriMiss Flo Imes has returned weie. gone three weeks, traveling
SWEET CREAM right after it is separated from
day for South Dakota where she
front Indiana where she has been five
thousand
miles.
POUND
They sill teach
whole sweet milk, which aciounts for its sweet.
school
%i•iting since the close of summer motored throush. coins west by
A large group of patrons and
Miss Aline Kennedy left Friday friends attended
delicious flavor.
school at the litivereity of Ken- the Northern route and returning
opening
the
exer
•.
'or her school in Greensboro. Fla. ,-se.
tucks
by the Southern. They report a
of the Hazel High School
John
McWaters
attended
the Nionday morning and the number
Bernice
Buchanan
POUND
of moat
7c
enjoyable
trip.
visiting
Other creamery butter sold in Murray is made
Union
Tenn.. is the Meuse Grand Canyon. Petrified F'orest ('sniden-Pesineall baseball game 'of enthimisstic students that enat Paducah Sunday
from SOUR Cream that haa. to be neutralized and
guest of Miss Lucille ` Edmonds. and otliar scenic wonders.
rolled was the largeat in several
Misses Mare. and Dorothy The- years.
Misses Helen and Ildbbie Sykes.
otherwise "doctored" to try to eliminate or subdue
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Street, De
A very interesting propin of Central City visited MrPOUND
9c
Tharpe.
of
:
Tenn..
are
roit
gram was rendered.
the
.
guests
Mich
tire
.
visiting
Mrs
the sour, bad flavors. '
and
Mrs.
Chas.
Mercer last 'week.
of their sister. Mrs. Ralph Wear, -street's sister. SI rs. Rudie. Par
The Reverend Wendell Ensor,
Mr
and
Mrs.
H
E.
Elliott Methodist pastor' conducted the
and Mr Wear.
ser- and Mr. Parkor and othei
motored to t'larksburg Sunday to devotional exercises. Miss
Mr. Virgil F:dmonds and Miss relativessof the county.
Itubena
%isit
Mr
and
Mrs.
Jake
-Cooley.
POUND
71
/
Clara Johnson, of Tampa. Fla..
2c
Walls sang a very appropriate
Hies Nellie Short Is on market
'luarli;led Lucie Ler, Miss sone, ' Happy
were united in inarriatie August in Nashville this week. She witL
Days Are
Here
Flint
Poem. and !truce Tiveker Amin": after which the teachers
S. Mr Edmonds is a native ot visit hsr- uncle,' Edgar Cleaver
left "Vesinestiwy, August 2S. for
Calloway county and a son of Mr. anti family while there.
were introduced and Interesting
Ga.. to
POUND
visit relatives, talks made by a number of patand Mrs. W V. Edmonds
Mr. and Mrs. Nat Ryan
They
a-ill
return
todas
Mr. Eirtn Chrisman. Miss Ber- and Nat Ryan Jr. and childree
rons. A piano solo, "The Flower
/Soul forget registration _ day.
nice Buchanan, Mr. Houston Den- are spending a few days in Lit
Song", era% rendered by
Miss
44.eptentber
14.
ning, and Miss Lucille Editions tie Rock .Ark . with relatires.
!rfarx- -Rue Garrett, and the trio.
weer.*
motored to Paducah Sunday.
Madeline
Me. and Mrs Ethan Irvan. Mr yeut he preperiy regietered before% comer.. d of
Misses
can vote. Cheek np and be
Two cars of local baseball fans .and Mrs. Joe Irvan and. Dr. and
Lamb, Melva Walla, and Mildred
, went to Padsicah Sunday to wit- Mrs.
it Graves attended the
5.
flees the game between the Blue funeral of Mr. Hampton W. Jones
8c and
I. Sox and Camden
Camden won at Martin. Tenn:, Sunday afterto 2. McEwen hitting a home
run with the sacks loaded in tilt- noon.1.11% • forget re-gist iation dav
'first inning
September
14.
Toll
TOBACCO STICKS, per hundred
t
Mr and Mrs. E J. Reale ad- mind be properly reeistereid before
$1.25
companied by Mrs. Beale s par- you ran vote. Cheek up and be
DOG CRATES, each
.75
ents. Judge and Mrs Thomas stir,'. Rsgister at Count) Clerk's
SEE US ABOUT WORKING YOUR POPLAR s
(Bring Your Basket)
POUPID
Cook of Honk insyille and Mr offitc, ',Hirt House., Monday, SapLUMBER INTO SIDING, FINISHING
and Mrs. Flavins Martin, of May- temiser 14.
•
511
fisid. left Friday for a ten days
His, Marearei crat s of Obion
STOCK, ETC.
visit in Cleveland and Detroit.
Is visitisg Misa Iiinice Nell Wit
EIAPHONE
31.4
Judge T R Jones has he-en lianis this week.'
quite Ill for 'several days at .his
Marshall Walker returned to
home on W.-ST Main street.
his home in Murray e,aturdav
I
Mrs Glenn C ,Ashcraft. con- after spending two weeks with
tinues to show improvement at relatives in Kevil

ta

-
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Our Sunburst.Butter

Die k

M

PECIALS!!
ForSATURDAY

S

Gregg

IS STEADILY GROWING IN
POPULARITY

SUNBURST PASTEURIZED SWEET
CREAM BUTTER

^

Hazel School Opens
Monday, August 31

SUNBURST BUTTER Can be Had from
practically every grocery and meat market in Murray, or from our wagon
-IT COSTS NO MORE THAN'
ORDINARY BUTTER-

FOR SALE

.
TELEPHONE 191

MURRAY MILK PRODUCTS
COMPANY

BACON
BEEF STEAKBEEF RIB ROAST
CHUCK ROAST
SALT BUTTS
SMOKED BUTTS
ARMOURS STAR BACON
pouNb
MUTTON
FRESH RIVER FISH 'POUND
LARD

15`

10`
30c
ilk'
15`
10c

SIIROATBOSJEkt MARKET

MURRAY STAVE CO.

0=10c;=0=i0===z0=1020==i030
-=20=g10=i01==a0=0==="0-=10===a0=t0===i0=zo
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Removal of Johnson Musk Company to
North Side of Court Square and Change of Name

0 iaik

ara

pkira3yEAR
II GUARANTEE
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PERFECT RAPEQ.;
,_

Statement'from
G. D. Johnson

New and Arnasinf

SUPERHETERODYNE
Does Everything"
But Choose the Programa

pleased to announce to my friends and the general
public that I am now in my new location on the north side of
the court square.
These much larger quarters give us much needed room to
give better display to our line of MAJESTIC Radios and Refrigerators as well as to add other lines which we have long
desired and which we feel that the public wan.
I hai-e sold an interest in my business to Mr.
W. Fain.
Though Mr, Fain will be a silent partner and I will continue to
he in charge -of the business as before, the firth will now be
known as JOHNSON-FAIN MUSIC COMPANY.
I want to take this opportunity to thank all of you for your
patronage in the past and to assure you that we are now prepared to serve ybu better than ever before.
weitse
em
lipmber That we stand behind and service every article

Models
Ranging
from

$49.50
up

AUTOMATIC VOLUME
CONTROL-- - 'STATIC MODIFIER
MULTI-MV TUBES
ACOUSTIC CONTROL
NOISELESS TUNING
FULL-VISION DIAL

A cordial invitation is extended to eachand all of you to
tome visit us in our new home.
(Signed)
G:4). JOHNSON.

We
Hare a New Department of EleFtrical Supplies
Just as soon as we can re- •
ceive our stock. we will have
a complete. line of small electrical appliancel, such as
Toasters, Percolators, Irons,
. Heaters, Curlers
and =DS others.tou numerous to mention

"Mighty Monarch of the Road"
Free from -Motor Noises
-

AINOLJNCING
A Piano'
Department
We have on display and for
sale tbe GULBRANSEN line of
Pianos that have been so popular
in Calloway county for many
years.

lj

•

BATTERY SETS
For the Home Without Electricity
rani: homes es-Ill be delighted to learn of this New
MAJESTIC Battery Set, especially designed for the
home witnout electrical connections. The same power.
the :,ante tune, the *atm selectivity as the electrical
MAJESTIC. except' natters Surnieh the power.
•

SMALL
INSTRUMENTS

UPRIGHTS, GRANDS and
PLAYERS

•

We will have a complete line
of small instruments, and you
will also find in oue store' a
:omplete line of repairs and accessories for At-tinged inStrurrients.

Many- homes will want pianos
now for the training of their
daughters in music,
.
Let us insist that you see thin
display and figure with tut on
whatever type piano you desire.

SHZET MUSIC

Johnson-Fain.Music Co

II

-sseraessr

/MOTOR MAJESTIC

I AM

T.

Eight_

Every Mo or-Trip One Grand Song

any

NORTH SIDE COURT SQUARE
:
BETWEEN CRAWFORDaGATILIN AND WEAR DRUG
CO. .
or.:•=or----go=o====o=to.,===o==:=ozoi=or==z0=roc===o=to====o1=zolio=to==:
=ot=w--.5o
•
•••••-s•

__•

S77
,
7

•—.7""7"

1981'

fli District •
Matter of
hs's'.
Motratit
the Bank_

it&

that qin
g busfitikiiis
Holland 17._
&
Irttitif
bankrupt,
7s meeting
C office of
rray, Ken 1931, at
time the
end, prove.
✓ustee, exand trans58 as Way
said meetSPEIGHT

lankruptcy

!!
AY
25c
12ye

15c
7c
9c
._
71
/
2c
10c
30c
10c
15c
10c

1KET
•
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The little beginners have had a
of the - 4-11 Ws, Amos% thlt
Fillbeck Speaker at
contest this 4onth.
The one
pudica from Murray *wet ft:
Opening
Valley
Water
knowing the
osts,words- at the
B. and- Mrs Mousiou, Dr. . .
end of the month receiving the
Keys, Dr. Rob Mason, Dr. Irran,
Mayor Ed Filbeck spoke to the premium.
. Miss Doris Workman
Messera Tom Stokes, Ben Grogan,
students, patrons and leachers of
Thursday, Alignit 27, was a gala
waa the proud winher. She is
Ellbeek. J. H. Churchill,
thr, .Water l'alleys..actqcd Monday
day for the 4-H Club of Smother- Ed
the
young
daughtor of Mr. and
Vernon Stubblefield. 011ie Bean,
Mr.
morning at their opening.
man.
•
Mrs_. OtiIe WsuritUitin,
Harx.y..Sladd. C. A. and-Mrs. Hale
M.'s Finn, principal, Introduced
--KFtiltiictiClock a. -in. members E. J. Beale, Tremon- Beale, Alma
Miss Thelma Roes spent the
sm.aker.of the club. Mr. Dickey, Miss Beale, Ruben Falwell, Vernon
day with
us
Friday. She is
Mr. Flibeck discussed the fuMcKenney, Mrs. Hale, Hall Hood, M. 0. and Mrs.
Mr.
sprinting a few days with her
airs
prObleins
of
.
the
students:
Glasgow and Miss 1..xcy. the latter Wrather, C. 0. and Mrs. Dickey,
COW in.
Miss Mary
Elizabeth
0e- responsibility of the parents Jones,
of Lexington Kentuckz, met at Mrs. Glasgow, Miss Ratite Wilgus.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
and tea& ere; on their lives and Toy Jones. Thelma is the
South Pleasant. Gt•oye and from J. D. Sexton, Rev. Kendall, and
daughvreat influence of the home ter of Mr. and Mrs. Herman Ross
this politi started on a tour of in- several others whose names we
tO CI 'i V careers
spection of the projects of the fatten to obtain.
of Murray.
The !oft-lent generation has not
different club members. The proVisitors from Hazel were: Dr.
()My lei, positions of rank for you , We have taken exams and the
jects visited were those of Hester
E. Miller, Tom Clanton, M. L.
to fill, but it has left you jails persons listed below have the
Hugh
Brown, tobacco, Clara
Chun, Mrs. Lois Waterfield, Mr.
toil penal institutions full of pleasure of being on the honor
Erwin, tobacco, Elizabeth l'aschWalton Wilson, Rev. W. 0. Ensor
eriminals, :,tated the Mayor as he roll:
all, tobacco, A. C. Orr, tobacco,
Wife and baby.
pointed out the great problems of
Paul Dunn, tobacco. J. C. RowFirst Grade:
After lunch the Rotarians eintrs
the future that they must solve.
land, coin, Mits;....tti James, corn,
Dorothy Workman
interjr_ery
a
tamed
crowd
with
the
and William Wilson, sweet potaSecond Grade:
eating-prowiless.-.71to-antat.-sneaker
l'Iti')iYT1iRiA$ NCYrEiti.
toes.
Brownie Sue
Parker,
Mary
of the afternoon was Dr. W. L.
-Elizabeth Jones.
The lespeetion was conducted Norcier, of Asbury College, WilYou
are.
cordially
'invited
to
Third Grade:
at 12 nelock, and the crowd dismore Ky., who spoke on "Child
hear Mr
Brumbaugh, PresbyNeil Culver, Edna Lee Thomebanded
Smothertuan school
at
Welfare in Kentucky."
terian preacher from Marion, Ky., won,
ehere a bountiful lunch had been
who will be the speaker at the
E. J. Beale In his inimaUtble
Fourth Grade:
spread by the mothers of the comCourt House, Sunday morning at
manner entertained an appreciAnnie Parker,
Margaret Nell
munity.
eleven
o'clock.
Cole, Preys Nell Tidwell, Mandl,
ative audience with several acThe Rotary Club of Murray had cord ian
Workman.
numbers followed , by
been in,ited for lunch as guests stories told only as E. J. can tell
PLEASANT oltavg SCHOOL
Sixth G rade :
Maurtene Rogers.
them and when the humorists of Dorothy Jordan. popular as well
screen
actress
Another exam -week-ltai roilEighth Grade:
Kentucky are listed E. J. Beale's as beautiful young
romantic
Widths
roir-ed around:Nita ree Brewer. Myrtle Mae
name should be placed along aide w110 has a
in the Fox Picture, "Young SinLast Saturday our school' ant Ray,
Mildred
Jones,
Thelma
that of Irvin S. Cobb. .
ners."
on a picnic to Backusburg HIM Jones, Pansy. Ruth Jones, ratCALVES, COWS, HOGS,
The 4-H's wish to thank the
CAPITOL
THEATRE.'
pupils
west.
Twenty-three
of
the
.
eille
Jose*. -0LAMBS, Etc.,
program cdrUnitttee 0 "Tell Stilfr
Frida, at Saturday
Several vialtors went also. There
We have had another program
and espesially-k.
were
three
wagon
loads.
All
We Will- Pay Market Piks interesting-program
sive
week
,
Of school. We still hope
do we thank the club for the very training.
carried our
lunch and water:
For Stuff Delivered
cractmis invitation which was exThose- winning first places in melons.
We spent' the -day in
ANY DAY
tended by the president, E. B. sewing were: Clara Erwin,kettle- climbing the hill and wading
_Honaton, for a luncheon engage- holder; Lurine Erwin, towel; water. A-- good time was enThyTruck Runs to St. Louis
ment in the future.
Leola 'Erwin, headband; Esther ,,(1 by all.. ...Three Vines a
•
A very interesting feature 'of Erwin, apron; Geraldine Milstead,
Nitaree !hewer was the
Week
the day was the exhibit of 4-H dress; Esther Erwin, dress.
Menday
eight guestof Miss
Erwin
----Leola
canning,
all
this
girl's sewing and
Myrtle Mae Ray.
work showed care and excellent
and Mrs. Clay Brewer had
as their guests, Sunday, Mr. and
Mrs. J. I. Brewer and daughter,
••
'
We have. one more new scholar
a letter trum sylio started in the First ,Reader
Haven't
If this Monday. It ts-driiirnie Jones, son
Martin's Chapel lately.
should miss the a ilS11' 1.11.tik1.'t a ill it Ma and'alrs. Harry Jones.
try again.
Miss ilgehel Marshall was a
The farmers are busy cutting Thursday night visitor of Miss
itli
tobacco this week.
Lucille Jones.
Mr. Pun hay and family drove
Mr. , and Mrs. Dav, Harmon,
Mr. and Mrs,. lit-ti Pool, Mr. and sax -hail Sunday afternoon to
father. Mr T. J.
Mrs. bee Gingles ,anti Mrs Jim v'sit Airs.
Illack visited Mr, slid Mrs. Logan Nix.
Mr. and Ms O. L. Cain and
Harmon Sunday.
!'autily Wt-le thu StInday guests of
Murray Out land and family reNIt.. Anil Mrs, Paul Cunningham,
turned to Detroit Friday after
11:o, Mr. J. D. Robinson.
ppending a month with relatives
Some of the pupils are still
•and friends in the county.
le cause of such a busy
missing
Mr. and Mrs. Coy Pool, and famA, ,1,A, A A
I. 4/.1,
season.
ily, Mr. and Mrs. George Shnider
are
Jones'
children
Mr„
Wa4.1
;pent . Saturday night and Sunbaying to Miss mchonl on account
day at Mrs. Pool'a and Mrs. Shra- 01 whooping cough.
We are
der's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Tom
very sorry they have it during
Langston, of Crossland.
Aie
school
term.
Mr. Niter Cooper fell out of aThe
We are needing a. rain.
tree Saturday while trying to ernea are still green, but a good
is
in
bees
and
of
swarm
hive
a
first
as
a
goknantic
As
help
certainly
shower
would
•
a critical condition_
kiss—
things.
Mr. T. D. Atkins and family
Lonnie
Nelson,
Mr.
Rev. J. R
:bitted his brother, Mr. Clinton
As intimate as a lover's
D. Jones and
Jones. Mrs. P.
\tkins, Sundi.v.
ter, Mary Nell. were the
secret
(.1
ti
Several people attended the
Sunday afternoon guests of' Mr.
fiddler's contest at Outland school
As invigorating as the
Clay Fiiewer and family.
A nice time was
Friday nigtt.
Miss Martha Sue Johnson of
great outdoors.
4_•eported by all
Murr::y spenT-Shttrrd ay night and
Mary Prances7and Billy Frank
Rink
sumiay with Nibs Myrtle- Mae
It's stuffed to. the
Pool spent Monday night with
Ray:
.
with youth and PEP
Willie Mae and W. M. CunningMr. and Mrs. Clay Smith and
ham.
Mr.-and Mrs;(kin Beach of KirkMr. and Mrs.. Loyd Wilkerson
sey vicinity spent Sunday with
with Mr, Dave
spent Sunday
-Callon and family.
Mr. H. F. Mu
Parks.
Miss Anna Jean Gibbs of PenMiss „Mignon _Key is spending
-err,- itattehter at Mr. -said Mrs,
Lhe week wit Ii her sister,
Charles Gibbs, spent Thursday at
Raymond Parks.
or school..
A large crowd. attended Mrs,
Miss Wilma Jane Jones of this
lack Tay!or's funeral at the LasMyr cemetery. Mrs. Taylor will
sidrrift'
and
i
i.1.8_,_r_eatu.& Story ADO
her
l'sity4-5a
Randolph aud J. R. :tad
many friends of this community.
Mr-s. John Davidson spent
.
and
Mi
.
Mr. and Mrs. Toni C.,thv visited
Clinton and
Scruggs 'last week end at
In the home of W
Saturday they
'olutam s.
Sunday. 'Mrs. Scruggs is souse
visited Mr. and 'Mrs. Boyce Story
betti-r at this writing.
of to ar Clinton. Saturday night
Noble Hopper is very ill at Ms
and Sunday was .ttent with Mr
home.
Davidson's sister, Mrs. Jut net
Mrs. Hilly Haley of Paducali
Morrison, of Columbus.
•pent the weelt end with hr
V.'e had as our Friday afterJarottls Mr. and Mrs. Pod T.0 :am:I guests Messe.r:. Terry Ray
!or.
Fred Cook, Kelly Rogers, and
Cleo;; Cunningham. Luther
Mrs Donnie Story and -SOIL J. R.
Taylor Cooch are in from St
Lotusvisiting relative:, Mrs. Ne44- -Boyd of Mayfield th
home of Mrs.
ill the
'diking
rrocie Hoggess.
If stomach gas makes You restwith
Outland
is spend-4-- Sandy Keys
MEIGHAN
ing the week with his sister, Mrs. less and unable to sleep on rignt
Talkomedy
One dose
'THOMAS ALDRIGHT
side, take Adlerika
Pauline Atkins.
If you are ill Ont. of aorta read will rid you of gas or nervousand episode 6
HOENE
sleep.-sound
Jordon
ness,- and bring
the 12 chapter of Hebrews.
ety•too•
Dorothy
--Blue Eyes Dale, Stubblefield & Co., Drugof "Phantom__
Doictittyrsom
grog— in-Hazel by J. T7"1"xtrn5oW
& Son.
Clannifled ads pay big.
of the West"

Sinotherman 441'8
Has Gala Meeting

o

WANTED TO

to come in contact with other
pupils. and continue.-dutng better
•
work.
BUSY

BEM CLUB MEE114

Our club had its regular dub
meeting rtn
Tt_14,?,,rqj
lowing proqratti eat- given by
the menthers:.
Ili 1,1,- it,,adulg---Robbie Erwin
Song- Chit;
Reading
Dorthy Adams
Duet—Jane Parks, and Katie
Adams
Story- --James" Pate
Song-.---.Club
Dilogue--Seven
Cross Questions and 'Crooked
Auswers -J. D.' Adams and Novis
Pat'.
Song--Six Girls
We 'had several visitors present. Mr. and Mrs. Reed Brandon.
Mi. and Mrs. D. M. Parks, Mrs_
Fannie -nail:. Mrs. lies:de Hart,
Miss Carrie Hart, Mr Con 'Spence'. and Mr. Leon Ciaosir, also
Mus Ford and Misti. Wilgus our
lead. rs
Miss Wilgus gave. un-instruc
I kips Of Otii tour we are to make
on next W.thiesday.
.Nfter the program 'and discussion by Msa 'WEg.tis the eveninp-116
was speent kodakin,m. and playing
games (in the. play ground. All
members of our club were present pleerit •ttrtronw .-zyn.-nmy
Bee, let's wake 'It 10-4 per- Cent
again.-- Beta Parks, clith, reperter

ADDY

SHROAT BROS.

untinuminnimaiiiimmommuim

No doubt you her many such possessions that could not be replaced in case of•
loss.
Precious gems,silverware, and personal articles of sentimental value, too, can
be safely guarded_ & emir- _safe deposit
boxes.
THE'COST OF THIS PROTECTION
IS SURPRISINGLY LOW!
Every courtesris extended to our safety deposit box holders, and you are invited to come in and inspect our facilities. We are sure that it will be to your
advantage to do so.

t,

Martin' Chapel

••••••

JANET GAYNOR

First National Bank

WARNER BAXTER

Murray, Kentucky

CAPITOL THEATER

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

Your documents and legal papers deserve to be placed in a SAFE place.

SEPT.'21 and 22

A Sparkling Comedy
Drama
as daring as youth
itself

At End of This Sale

Don't Sleep On Left
Side Gas Hurts Heart

MONDAY AND TUESDAY
ACTUAL NATIVE ACTORS
90?
filmed entirely in the South Seas.
You will thrill with the love emotions portrayed- by MATAHI and
RERI, the native,stars of the thrilling and adventuress hit=

Two years in the making of this
great scoring hit of Parmounts.

WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY

It's Time for
AUTUMN
Dry Cleaning
If your budget demands emn.9my during the
coming season, you can practice it without any
sacrifice of good appearance by sending your garments to OWEN BROS.
We'll renew that sparkle they had when new
at the lowest possible price for QUALITY CLEANING.
And OWEN BROS. never sacrifice quality.
We take a natural pride in our reputation for the
that an be produced.
best w'

Phone 165 for Call for and Delivery Service by West Kentucky's Leading Dry
Cleaners

MARK TWAIN'S FAMOUS NOVEL

September morn was warm but, before the ides
of November, Old Jack Frost will come nipping
around.
NOW! you can buy at wholesale prices the clothing to protect You.

You will want Underwear, Sheep-lined Coats,
Overalls, Shoes,'-'Suits, and Overcoats.
Ladies Coats, Dresses, and Shoes
Blankets and Quilt Bats, Linings and Tops

A CLEAN SWEEP!
EVERYTHING MUST GO

•

Why Not Takg Advantage?
.Siarring Jackie Coogan, Mitzi Green, Jackie
Snarl, JuniorDurldn and Eugene Panetta.
Added—DR. SEGMUNDSPA.ETH
is "The Tune Detective."
SMITH and DALE in "Real Estators"

Murray Branch Office at Wilkinion's
Barber Shop

".".", •

•

Otry Paschall
MANAGER
1_1
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ArTgRNOON
in .11w Mayfield Herald, two maiow, accidents happened in Gramm
THE LEDGER & 111,IES
,. nutity 1.181 week. Peke Easlersi
,
boss ren away With 'him aad
Tassa•
The
and
ad. of Th.. 111u rrit) I.-darr The ttksat Timer
1.4,4,11.1
'how' litai In a ditch and Atlas
720 19:A1
Ito-raid
leeks gal ran off with him and
Putilistail It
The Calloway couoty Pahosuaig Cu, trig
K
threw him into matrimony.
reatior, Si tauttie
Anyevey, onr tioug_is deereeeiou
_
a
_
T I.oeett
Jo
I rOrtr -taxation.
Governor frol1111/8011 says he has
4,amatt•r
OP
as
k
r
heen unable to do anything about
asks - Who is the his financial debts while in of$oniebody
Death Anger - 'Wit xtun't know
etitical
oeilut
the Governor has parto , tabs
end SIT In no Pill'llel1141 tills
li,. compe
for that by
MEMBER
1.entieitian
hit inteoduced to the
HO: pretty good care of his'
obligationa.
•••
A good example of eXtrenies is
-•
candiASsOCIArtOsi
bartoeAl EDITORIAL
what is being said for your
The Governor claims that he
•
opponent.
111,
agaiust
date anti
tias lived -very frugally," but
still he has gotten deeply in
As
the governor
has
Murray now has three printing debt.
sic,a-urseixvite.
rorn .e.a n an leverage of 212,500 ani'ri Wing
plants
and
II,!
kit:1-•in F.Ir..t i ,n5issnai Desert°, aiiki 114.1117
how
really
we
see
don't
the
noally
in
work
soliciting
- uglier cities are
hrrr $ toy
r
tuck). *150
Tval .St tet a) .Ken
Stra.sirt
Nlail- poor feller has ,:'got by" AT All!
market Murray almost every day
)
,),1 dOoro at
Re7.•
.
Advert1811x
ftioaLshrd UPOP a 7.7 ,7 .Cati 7oll
order printing house-- are bom- All of which makes curious readbarding our local printing biters ing to us fellows who manage to
that
know
oerfect.d
They
Tien is
with :vales. material. But there's exist on $15.110 to $1 hO monthly.
If a Ittate-wide is perfected and no Season for a single printing
that a representative committee order less ing Murray.
HOW ABOUT 11' GOVERNOR?
For many years, economists and is sent to Prapkfort that legislatNow that Gore.'nor Sampson
.; ,idents of tot ernment have look- ors will heed their wishes
nation's crime' bill wouldn't has found stilt
how much he
The
, :1 with growing alarm upon the
senator and be so tool it only the criminals owes he may change his opinion
state
Webster•s
moutitiog tax burden of the Ameras well as the had to pay it
abOut the "depression being a
ican people. . Since the force of state representative.
congressman front the second constate of mind."--Cynthiann Demothe depression is becoining to be
"It's an ill wind that blows no- crat,
district, have all nide
reit th greaterietensity there le en eressional
they- are for strict econ- body good - is what the Wets are
reduc- catsal that
reasing
agitettion for
:retrenchsayine wow that the deprreeio
--'st - NNW TORACNi0
omy and -vriM- -work for
tions in taxation.
Wessenger)
ment in the expenditure of tax- 'has- brought five-cent beer and
Protests heretofore have been payers,. money.. However, unless free lunch to Wisconsin.
-r-Sentinitio in Graves county is
••
****
•
o
tuostly individual and concerted 1,1ther counties, become In
in favor of some method to im-aerlon Ass heali--wli0113tattiThg
At Tris.st_._ the -ditiron -1111-re- prove prey ailing tobacco prices.
will__not hein as much as It
Hot as-tle situation grows stiff v could because with a state organi- 'stored SUMO authority and selfrecent
meetings
Growers in
•riti`r-intolerable. taxpayers a.re zation all senators and represen- respect to a nicltl ,
where a rev.- marketing organizesea.'...
taktue steps to co-ordinate their tatives could doubtless be made.
Pion was discusssei appear in favor
efforts for an actual relization of to lee the veiwpoint of the taxColonel Henry—taiwrence ad- of the- proposal, which 18 backed
• knottier tat. bills.
of the Cadiz Up by the Federal Farm Board.
payers. Along the lines of organ- vises the readers
Ilut government agency.
Taxpayers, of Webster county izing other counties of the state Record tel see Kentucky.
_seem to be takiin, the lead, accord- letters. hate been sent toolost of don't forget to wear 'our goggles
_
The marketing to advantage of
come
farm Ortittlifts whether tobacco,
ing to J. IL Bradley, editor of the the county judges and information and dust frocks when yen
deal
the
of
part
western
corn, heans, milk or fruit has been
,.Providenee Enterprise- A Civic will be gladly firroestied any other to the
t.i.. 1...agUe at old Com Mon wralt h.
a piiitilein with the agricultural
League ot Webster ceun'ty. has.
Inter. sts for vears'amt it is up to
vole
-"hien organised and a second Meet
the
'is
plans'
-cotton
troposing
at
Saturday
last
the tobacco _rowers DOW to decide
held
was
-ing
'Regardlese of . the interest
•.. Neon.. Much enthusiasm has been other counties tit•) .take. however, pooular pastiine of people in the if they want a new co-operative
isInevin and the leaders in Webster 'Webster couutiane believe that South at present, It's beginning marketing association.
county are hopeful that tip, begin they have the right idea and they io look like, however, that the
Study of the farm hoard's coning tri.v. have made e-itr develop expect lb constantly work for a only solution is for someone to tract is to he made in a series of
and
farmers
thehow
out
figure
community- meetings and theathe
into a state-wide organization.
reduction of .taxes commensurate heir felonies can eat it..
growers will he asked to definitely
No small part of growing tai- with present conditions and the
determine if they favor co-oper- aflon is caused by the election of proper functioning of Count) and
Murray High School's Tigers ative marketing of their tobacco.
men to office who promise better State government-.
in
prospects
hate the brightest
Community group mee,tings seem
reads. better schools and better
years for 'a goOd football team -the bets -,a) for ferment to familand more of everything else with VISIMIG MINISTER
this fall. The college can't over iarize themselves with what "the
an accompanying reduction in taxBRINGS IN ANTIQUES shadow the home boys for interest new weed pool offers and after
' es. Any inan.who claims that he
We all want
itt football ,uccess.
they have given the proposed or", 'can buy miere and spend less has '
high
Elder 1;eorge IL Long, of a winning eleven at Murray
ganizat1on much thought, then it
introduced prime facie evidence of
this season and should ecordinger
is
who
Sharpe,
Marshall-county.
is they should elo the thing, which
his eomplete unfitness to adminisco-operate with Coach Ty Holter public funds or hold public 111, the' county for ten- -days land and his 'Men to the limit would be most beneficial in tatcondueting revival meetings, read
to o\ inih: prices.
office.
and, aboye all, encourage them
- Continuing his.diseussion of the in - the Ledger & Times in a home with our presence and cheers
LOCAL MEN EXPLAIN
Webetee. county organization. Mr. he was visiting of the many old when they play,'
coine being brpught in.
CO-OP IN MAYFIELD
• itradiey
-Elder Long. brought In a dime
-Members of the Non Partisan
•-_
UI0lA,5S I;, Hitzlies. European
Actions of •Communista in this
Civic League of Webster County minted ute tele and alscrbrought country don't encourage anyone , arketing expert, W ,H. Finney.
. sTioe which was hand- to want to live, in conimunion a member of the organization
believe that much good can be ac- a child's'
complished here in this county by made mom than a century ago. with
committee for Calloway county;
the
meeting and advising with
Tht• shoe' was worn very little
and- T. H. titokas, president of the
Leon._ Lime board of .eduee-i And_ is' in splendid contrition. It'
I suppose John Mac Nieloan First ,National Bank, were the
.1; and the drainage commis- has been handed down through
hat he was doing whee principal speakers at a everting in
:eon. A committee a ill be appoint- • the generations and is an excel- he wrote the-"Shakertown Blues" the Gtaves counts court house at
.
•
to meet Witt, the different can- lent•pieee of workmanship.
for it was S. crackerjack .good Mayfield Thursday night_
to meet with the' different•coniThe purpose of tile meeting was
piece hut it seems to no- that
businesr
Mayfield
missions, not, to spY on-r thene but
Shakedown" to acqitaini
Win,the-will of Victor Torok be "Shakertown
Davenwork with them. Members of I wet; filed for _Probate in
would have been'a more atvprop- 'trTi' with the „projsosed plan so
7 he ieague.--helieve, however, that. port, Ia.. it was discovered be lied mate title.
hat filet: might be aide to advise
grower* . when _salted their
In fer -aeh palibearei
much--mort--kasod _eau be acconx- ,
ii Itifl -i of the idea
priSe.'d U a state-wide orgapiza- , at his funeral.
‘cording to George Bingham

AUST JOTS

V

By Joe

i:

1Member Ig3iN

K

T CKY PRES
ASSOCIATION

Tax Reductions

Pool,

(ma)fiel141

Over67.11eld
.

Graves County Boy Had. His Trimble
Is Run Down Here
MI for Nadas.
Kay

Clete Claims Innurense on
Chicken Stealing Charge

_

(Woodford Sue)

Here .Mos)'.

A Versailles man, starting
on a trip to Lestakton last
week, was asked by his wife
to get an article she said
would probably not be found
here.
The man visited four different
stores in
Lexington
without finding the desired
artiele.
Upon
his retprn to, Versailles he found what his wife
wanted in the first store he
entered.
Time and trouble can be
saved by looking at home first.

.

$56,000,000 Invested by Conservative Investors
including Banks and Insurance Companieu

OS

r

3 0

Home
4,

ESPECIALLY BUILT FOR
US BETWEEN FARMER- e:
•PUliDOM AND NATIONAL HOTEL

Promoters Work
Merchants
Merchants waste &insider;Ave! Using
'bone!, in
ble
There is jiardl) a day hut but
what some.st..ett•Ior I, presented to take a I.'S' dollars from
the merchants cash drawer.
Cileliles hare no
\lost of these ,
merit a hatever. They put dolof tile pmpockets
lars in !he
moters and the Itirrelottit raps
No advertising
little benefit
is more effective than newspaper advertising. Experts who
have studied advert i•Ing 4,1
every form - for Ilse fidilloas
largest business concerns have
It :Murgiven this opinion.
ray ittorchaniA would spend the
money they waste on various
fake advertising. Techemes; in
the newsimpers, they would
froln the
results
see more
money expended.

4

We are pleased to announce to
the public that we are now in our
new home. _
While it will take some time to
arrange Our machinery properly,
we are now ready to serve you from
our new plant.
been

Additional machines have

installed for the improvement of
our many products.
Maintaining our policy of offering bakery srevice not surpassed
anywhere.

COURT YARD BAND ,
STAND DOWN, SOLD

Watch for Date of Our

The band stand which Its b47,11
111 the court yard for the past
I s 77 yea f8 was torn down last
io
week-% aid the material
Richard Starks.
The stand was etectea under
the sponsorship of the Exchange
S Halt. president of the club, has announced
th a t the :,roceetis Ciotti the- salt.
Of the stand have been given to
the'1,,esi I chapter of the A meetcite fled ('ross.
-- Time stand was built with pubit IWO
rubeeriptions
h.' VII/
tu de:eriate.

FORMAL OPENING
— Music

sty.
The -Ledger & Times doe not
this
persons in
kno* 01 any
county by this name- hut if any
,f nu i • re viii.rs know any or any
- Moneys whsg formerly resided
•-r. Mrs tioui..las will appreciate
hearing from them.

'Favors

Bakery Goods of Every Kind
Up to a Standard,

Not Down to a Price

PARKER BROS. BAKERY
West Main Street

Murray,,Ky.
••••• •••• OM. •••• 4M•••••••••••• ••••.••=•••••••

1=•••••111r
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In the opinion of counsel this
bond is legal for life insurance
Aker Can afford to overlook _the attractive fea-,.. companies in the state of New York, the laws of
Associated Gas inirrieetric Company
,
wras& ire considered I be iiittinseikative with
_GOld Debenture Bonds. due 1968. It is only at rare
respect to investments of life insurance companies
intervals that high-grade securities can be pur- than thaw of any other state. The Debenture Bonds
chased at a pri4 e to Vicki over
Due to present
are, of course, also widely held by insurance comunusual conditions this opportunity is available
panies throughout the country as well as by banks
todav.
sod other financial institutions - a splendid reCombined with its yield of over 6%. the Gold De- commendation of_their worth to the individual
benture Bond offers safety. Back of it are earnings investor.

Staer..

43,238 NewiClastomers
To

most people it seems that everi, one

uses gas and electricity. However, during
1930. 43,258 new customers were added,
bri ngin; the

total served by the Associated -'i'stem to 1430.681.
101 Increase in

17.

HOillie

Consumption

fhinng 1930 homes served by the Associated !••, ystem increased their consumption of elf-elm-ay an average of 101. Consumption of electricity by all types of
customers increased 1.41 and consumption of gas 1.71. This compares with a
small decline for both industries as a
whole,
In other words, when you inyest in the
Gold Debenture Bonds of the Associated
Gas and Electric Company, you are putti-ist:your money AD work in an industry
that is inherently stable and growing. and

•

in an organisratiss that is among the lea.
ders is its SAL
$10 Will Make You an Investor
The Gold Debenture Bonds, purchased

The Associated System is
composed of the .NrIa' Eng-

in large amounts by institutional investors, are available to you in units of $100
principal amount. You have the privilege
of investing out of income with a first
payment of $10 and $10 monthly, The
$6.50 Cumulative Preference Stock of the
Aa•ociated Company, yielding &LAIL is also
available on a anontisly'paynient plan.

Happy days and nights for all! Paramount is celebrating
20 years of leadership! With the greatest pictures in all
Paramount history. Played by the most famous stars
on the screen! They invite you to celebrate—now!

land Gas and Electric As'so-elation, the General Gas
and ElectriC Corporation
and the Associated Gas and

ter company is the largest

And all year 'round—whenever it's a Para- liint
Picture "the best show im-tosen!"

unit of the System, producing 83-1 of its gross revenue.

Celebrate at the

Electric Company. The lat-

In this advertisement we have outlined
a few of the foots that make these securities attractive and sound investments.
Further details about the company and
the securities will be gladly furnished by
any employee, ea the couptui below will

CAPITOL THEATRE

bring von additional information.

0••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••4••••••••
•
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........

.Asoaated Gas and Electric
Seedrities Company

..7:.

6

September 7, g—"TABU"
Matahi and. •
September 9,10—"HUCKLEBERRY FINN" Jackie Coogan, Junior Durkin,'Mitzi Green
September 11, 12—"SANTE FE TRAIL"
Richard Arlen, Eugene Pallette, Mitzi Green

•

Associated Gas and Klectrir Securities le.

• Corilimmoa
Witheare

irtt A tRPOIriliTID

Same 41. Cold

&mak earl sim. rewire

Imet

Ilihilwwww• &awe.

•4
0114.
Slaw

Kentucky-Tennessee Light and Power Co.
Murray, Kentucky

•

"If it's a Paramount Picture it's the best show in town"

di

71_

sf Pariusy

'entorod. waated,..
•
for swearing a lie,. was arrested.
The Kentucky Stolnpers dance at Princeton and brought beck
orchestra, diretted by Conn Linn. py, Murray Sunday by Jim McHumphreys, furnished Music for Daniel. Jailer.
thineewt Nse Hotee-lawast -Cobb
Thirkaciare-Writil-edfflienteer With
roof garden Saturday night
a-liquor.acrape about two months
_ This makes the sixth perform--ago and he swore that he bought
slice of the Murray musicians at liquor trout gituilla, McGee. The
the Cobb and they are growing next day he swore the OVIlosite.
,
ra
rylaproLutlas
tiele
v
He was employed es cook at the
atystofwodr Blue Hied Cafe and Claude Brown
inyg nipglh
tuhiatdva
July 25th that has ever attended made 'bond fur him. He Skipped.
the county and wee not found
the roof garden.
They will play at the Dixie fon until Sunday
at Clinton the 10th and at. Hooks
He will be tried in tlie next
Pavallion Labor Day night.
Circuit court which alerts in
:sip.. tithe'
CARD OF THANKS---We wish
Mrs. McDaniel accompanied her
to thank our friends and neigh- husband to Princeton.
bogs for their kindness and help.
May God bless you is our prayer.
Classified ads OILY his
- A. V. Adams and family,

MOVED

111"7 Douglas: Oxford. .
Mrs,
Misansetimi, wants the name and
uutreSs of any person by the stirname of "Murray- in Calloway

from gas and elertricity--seevices almost unsurpassed for
stability, and probably unequalled in promise of futurOgrowth. "Overall" earnings
available for interest before
depreciation are 2.16 times
the amount required.

cotop:d

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••4/51.4/10..
••••• ••••• masa ••••• •••••....• •••••••=••••••••=0.4••••r+1111••

INFORMATION ABOUT
"MURRAYff", IS SOUGHT

Acknowledged Security
in this Bond

_

is— -

Ray Cole. Graves county, was
In Murray Monday morning, but
he was wanted in Mayfield. He
is In Mayfield now, being held
on a charge of Chicken stealing,
but nut until after he gave the
Calloway officers the trouble of
arresting him And also catching
him.
He might have bten free now
s, el rker colored
had lie worn
sweater, but the red One Was 100
easily seen.
"I wouldn't go back with you
if you did not have advantage of
ine"' he boasted when Jim McDaniel outran him and caught
hint about three blocks front the
court house after he had jumped
out the window of the sheriff's
limit Jim was only bluffoffice.
ing hini. for all the weapon lie
When lee
bad was a half-htick
Was returned to the couit house
but against
he was handcuffed
his will of course.
Cole was arrested at 8 o'clock
Monday morning: he vvas tarried
to the office and when he got
his chance lie jumped out the
wtridow Whitth won at ito'eloelk;
her' was caught in a few minute-le
and the officials from Graves
were here at eleven to tele., hint
back to Mayfield for trial
Cole says that he is Innocent.

ompers Play at
Cobb Hotel 29th

•

-.•

es.
•

•

3

•

•

eeellef

4%.

•

•

5d, waisted ?
s arrested.
ight back
Jim Mc-

MUST- With so months

he bought
cGee. The
opposite.
eik at the
ide Brown
le Skipped.
not found
,
the next
meets in

Panted her

Howard% eisIer. 1W Bikhera
ppz1111111111i- - Humphreys
it
111.101ILMIM
ouTIAND NEWS
.•
Mrs Huatsthrdla
Hazel Route 3
them tit,AWN; ft
•Mrsi Luck*Eurt and little SQL eompaeled
Since Blue Bird's remarks *sreats, Mr. end
- Randal, era vietthig Meads and visit with their
eeped the waste basket, his comes
- - Mr. and Mrs. Oarion Clark tapping on your window stain
relatives in Murray, Lynn Greve, Mrs. Johnnie Rolieftwa.
Mr.
and
Mrs
flaggp/Sitobertsen
and Mayfield. Mrs. . Burt Is exvisited' Mr. and-ktes,•Elenus Wil- wanting to be admitted into the
pected to return home next week. and children have refereed home son Monday night.
correspondence
circle of your

VANCLEAVE SCHOOL NEWS '

S. Pleasant Grove

Just a Word About Job
Printing

The crops around Vancleave
are progressing nicely.
gave a program
The school
Friday afternoon. A large crowd
attended the program.
A few
of the visitors were.froui Ovulated._
Following the program was A
baseball gable between Vancleave
Vancleave won.
and Outland.
for a
The school is planielli
track meet Friday, September 4.
Also there will be a fiddler's contest that night for the benefit of
the school. Everyone invited.
Miss Iturdean Mahan, Triniar)
teacher_ was . the guest of her
aunt. Mrs. G. C. Burkeen. Monday night.
Little NMas Inez Hale visited
Miss Gracie Lee Workman Tunaday night.
•
Robert Moody is out of school
this week on account of
We hoot, he will soon be hack
again.
.We are having a nice scl.00l
this year.
Seventy-five are en.
_ _
rolled.
Most everfone is busy cutting

.
Friends are glad to hear that
Bro. R. H. Pigua who has been
sick a few weeks is reported betfrom a vialt with Mends and _Mr.__•,gd_httg„
ter.
_•
j. T. Perrya viait- splendid paper._
atives
in
Kentucky:—
daughter, Mary Fran.k. arsevisited her. brother, T. E. AllbrItten,
The."1111Towing
We cert4tinly do enjoy reading
relatives and
ing friends and relatives in MurTuesday' afternoon.
friends met at the home of Mr.
The Ledger .fe
4TH ROUND QUARTERLY
ray.
Canning. preserving and mak- and Mrs. Jeff Cooper last Sunday
Mrs. Addle Wilson has been on
Mr. and Mrs. Orvis Perdue and CONFF.RENCES ARE SET the sick list for a week or two; ing jelly seems to be order of the in honor of Mrs. Cooper's birthday. and enjoyed a basket dindaughter, of Paducah, Ky., and
but is improved at this writing. day for the women.
The Rev. 0. C. Wrather, pre1 Mrs, Pet
Hackett, of Lansing,
Mr. and Mrs. E. Outland -Visit- ner. These _crests represented
Mr. and Mrs. Mason Wilson atMich... spent last weep with their siding elder of the Paris district, tended
Sunday School at ML ed their son. Mr. J. W. Outland, Paducah, Murray, Hazel, and itn.ind family, of Murray last Sun- mediate vicinity: also the sister
parents, Mr. Find Nirs. F. M. Per- has announced the following dates Pleasant Sunday.
for the fourth round of Quarterly
state, Tennessee. Some
boxes
day.
...due.
Mr. and Mrs. Coy Lamb visited
Conferences
in
this
section:—
We are glad to know that from the dinner were gent to the
Mrs. Macon McDaniel and little
Mr. and Mrs. Collie Stubblefield
Circuit
Coldwater,
Kirksey
at
sick.
Those
present
were:
Mr.
Elnius
Hodges of Detroit, Mich..
daughter. Ann, of Lansing have
Saturday night.
Mr..
Mrs. J. D Cooper and son,
lias recovered sufficient to go and
returned home after a week's Sept. 12-13
Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Clark visit- back to his work
East Parts Circuit at Antioch,
and - Mrs. Geo. Myers and
About three
visit with her sister, Anne Dee
ed his mother, Mrs. J. It. Clark months ago he Was struck in the family of Paducah; Mr. and Mrs
Sept. 19
Jeffrey,
Saturday
night.
Murray Circuit at Lynn Grove,
"ye With a piece of emery while Thompson Adams and family of
Conn Moore is visiting his
Miss Pearl Clark spent Satur- at work which has caused him Hazel; Mr. and Mrs. Alsey Cooper
{went s, NI r. and Mrs. Douglas Sept. 25!27
Murray
Station.
September
27,
alai daughters, Mr and Mrs. Witday. night and Sunday with her quite a lot of suffering.
Motor., in KentuckyMr. Hodges formerly lived in lie Cooper and faintly, Mr. and
cousin, Miss Estelle Osbron of
Charlie Humphreys returned 7:30
Hazel Circuit at South Pleas- New Providenee, •
/his county and in this school Mrs. Beckham Cooper, Mr. and
home Saeurelay after a three week
' Mr. Trellis Seaford, Mias Eva district but for *he past three Mrs. . Hafford Cooper, Mr. and
-visit with friends and relatives ant-Grove: Oct. 3-4
Cottage G ro v e Circuit at Grey
Underwood,
1NTr,•. Lexie years lie With his family have Mrs Wilbert Haley and family.
In Murray.
their
home in
Detroit. Mr. and Mrs. Gaion Paschall, Mr.
Underwood, and Misses Mildred made
Mr. and Mrs. Hilbert Howard Hickory Grove, Oct. 10
Puryear
Circuit
at
Conyersand Mrs. J. C. Myers, Mr. and
and Eulala Craig Niaited Hazel
of Livermole. Ky., hare returned
vile,
Oct.
11-12
Mrs.
Harvey
Henchcliffe
and
aml
Mrs.
Murray
Outland
Sunday afternoon.
lionie atter a weeks N isit with
Faxon
Circuit
at
Crooked
Mr. and Mrs. Lunie Clark visit- of DetroitThere. visiting Mrs. Out- sons. Mr. and Mrs. Finis Flood.
('reek, Oct. 24
ed Mr. and Mrs. Tosco Wilson bind's fattier, -Air:•.-.1-1 H. Wicker mr and Mrs. NMI" Adams. M r. tkoeb
ea
firie
no
g s
te
ll%i•s
erall'eteik
f oaunrd bety'
lisat ouint
Big Sandy Circuit at Lick, Oct. Saturday night and Mr. and Mrs. and family.
Esten Paechall. Mr. ant Mrs. Tom
ulia .G1111Mr. Cletus Cohoon and -Swattly Erwin and eon, Miss
A. J. Alien Sunday. Should you
Troy -Lewis sMted his grand,
B.
A4444:4 Cirenit- tit-TemPle
'With to catch Mr elan at home of Detroit -are redline -Mr. Cor ter. Mr. and Mrs. J. ft. Langston, parents‘ mr. and Mrs.
Oct. 31, Bethel, Nov. I
He'll be dad to hoon's father .and family of the Mr.atiiit Mrs. Earnie Langston. of Washam, the past week-end.
make a date.
Hardie Circuit at Palestine, stay.
Paducah',"
and Mrs. Joe ChartColinty.
Nov. -1, 2:30 P. M,, Nov. E
•
MVP Mfas,
Tnere Wffir regdiar preathiiiit ton, Mr: and
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Douglas
- Missionary; Group Meetings will visited Mr. and Mrs..lieitry- Hut- it Flirt Grove last Sunday by the Nrrs. Minnie
and
Sin(-Whys':num
be held at
following time and son Sunday.
sons, Mr. B. S. Haley. Mr. And
pastor, Rev. J H Thurman
plarea:
Purn
Narita'
and
family
tar,
The IteNeielid Charlie Wilson
NI's. Nora Wilson is visitititt
Liberty, Gleason Circuit Sept. Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Perry this recently hutch, a 4en days *meeting Crossland
tirrs..and Mrs. Ewin Bartlett and
at Bethel school house.
Miss Nance of Paris was a children
Miss Ola .Henson
week
.
.
South Pleasant Grove, Hazel
Reverend
and
Mrs.
Carlos.
Outweek
her
aunt,
W.
W.
Perry
-end
visitor
with
were
Mr. and Mrs.
Sunday art-ernoon guests of
Circuit, Oct. 3.
Mr. and Mrs. Alinusi-Tharrjett.
visited home folks Sunday otter- land are the, proud parents of' ar Mrs. I. Ellis, and family.
Temple Hill.. _Alma Circuit, non,'
l,,e1Ay boy born Angtat 12
TheY
- M r and -U,,e-Presitlitie Eider Oce W rather,
Oct. 11
-Mr. and Mrs. Riley Wilson and !mare recently moved to Glasgow.
Wrather anti their chit- c
ettilittlirie
r•h
'h orof
(1‘
,
- „t.i ,,
ktap
ssiiansd
.
Crooked Creek, Faxon Circuit, Mica It oz..'le Wilson attended Junction where Bre. Outland has --knd Mrs.
aNy.•isain
ted
d Bro.
LoWis and Donnie, of Paris,
Oct. $4.
,nii
arch
work.
,„/"
Providence Su n
churc h at New P
were Sunday guests at the home Padgett preached'iik-S'tsermon of
Read
18
:24.
Prov,,
,
the
afternema.
Truth.
long...M-4n Telii..mberdos
of Mr. and Mins. Jas. Wrather,
-- Blue Bird who had a home coming of their ed. We expect to see and hear
'Nirs. Annie Wilson ;end Otis
Having returned from a two and Albertis visited Mr. and Mrs
him
some
years
in the future it,
children. - The
following were
When Mrs. W. E. Doyle of Buf- pre,sent; Supt. Ni. O. and Mrs. one among the het teachers of
vacatime at hireinittive home A. J. Allen Sunday.
Mrs. Wiltri Eastern. Tenn , Rev. J. 0. En- son and Albert is are spending a falo,/N. Y.. filed for divorce, she. Wrather, Murray; .Mr. Ncratiter, the Word.
'
-or, tla4t or of the First Metho- few days there this week.
averred that her husband was so Kirksey;
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Parish were
Mr
and Mrs.
W.
"Stunningly
handsome
women
that
Out
dist church.: began a meeting at
Oscat;
Nisittil
,
Saturday and SunMrs Alattie 'Wilson and
NV rather and Yandel Wrather who
the Cadiz Methodist church Mon- and Earl Nix visited Mr And Mrs. Iiiiistarit in, atiliOyed hint.
leaches at Eutiank, Ky.. was ac- day with Mr arid Mrs. Henry
day.
Amon Adams Sunday afternoon.
companied by his frienda. M r Thu-ult.
one hundeed and fifty acres of arid Mrs. H. F'. Hayes also of
Mr -and Mrs . Jenne' Simpson
Mr. Grant Wisehart and daughlespedeza Were seeded in city. and Misses Justine, and Mil and Miss Mari., Hare;is have reter, Miss Fanny, visited Mr. and
turned their home in Parfneah.
amski county last spring and is dred 1A'rather of the home.
Mr,.. Mason Wilson Sunday.
Mr. :OA Mrs. Jake Perry visit- ow making a* fine showing.
Squire
Wrather and
family after a delightful week-end with
WilStrilda
Addle
and
ed Mrs.
With their guests 'attended per- their cousins Misses Jones.
A. mid nee' in a murder-trial vices here Sunday afternoon._
Xalston and
son Sunday ,afternoon.--"Tilda"
•M
'Havilen
an automobile was'i hoisted into
The Sunday schogi superb' n-Itafford Curd left Tuesday • for
' YPTP,IPPOWN HOMEM K EltS the courtrobin at Elizabeth, N. J tendent grouped five of the ad- Brownsville, Tenn,
Mv. Wes FergUsOn and his
gang 'it section town attended the
The Peltertown Homemakers'
Safety
First meeting at the main
rderea-tion
annual
Ciub,had their
•
offices ot the N. C. & St. I. R. R.
picnic and fish fry at Pine BlutT
Monday evening.
They -had, a
,Apgust 25.
.
fine IneetinNt and reported the
Members present were: Miss
•.•••=4
head officials served the famous
Dela Outland. Mrs Fannie Steele,
.4-5.' r'.' w- ••••••••
Fireworks
Meta fa 1131 with rmI.
,•:, ••••• .
desert of watermelon.
A fine
Mrs. Certie Outland. Mrs. Lucile
.
i
•
.*;‘,..
Every evening at the grandstand
social
time Was enfoyed.
Hargis, Mrs. Pearl Wicker, Mrs.
_
Don't
forget
the
Unton
meetGlenn Rumfelt, Mrs. Siena Out, •1;
Trotting and Peeing Imes
ing begins Friday. September 4.
land, Mrs. Euple Thurman. Mrs.
--,.._
\
-, ••.•,•?
--Mrs. E. Curd,
September 15-164748 .
Lois Outland. Mrs Charity -Eat
/
li' 1
'•-.."••..well, Mrs. Mary Mohundro
Autegir• Flight
Automobile Rams
_
anc.-(1
classes
and Bro.
OciVisitys were Dr On thud Mr
orl ..... .., ,
Wrather made a very interesting
September 12-19
. -hdosid ci rees track
Outiaml; 06.11 ou tlan d.
l
-xplanation of the lesson.. Among
Tharedv.n, Jun
Pell,
- Sacred Cquiert
Rudolph
references made were that the
,
---,e4"
ii
• .. .•••
P?entice Outland. Ta..InelIa 'Hop,
,I
I
.
%
•
churches
were not living up
son. Mat,. Elizabeth Hopson, Miss
.
••
::.?„
No an*
he opportunities God had a right
Patient
el
Children
Gigantic
II ii
• . :;.'
Ruble, Hicks, , Miss Wilgus ;Qui
to--ex-pecti -of- 4he0,-alt
Mrs. (11-5sgovv, -ATM littrhartt
Crete grandstand ter elri
...____
..----..5.":"!
We know from eiperience that
Ito
e
family reunions
are- happy ocModel Airplane- Room
Game, were played and chit „
casions, yet only a foretaste Of
Our
dren saug songs:
September 14, m 9:30 a. at.
the
home spoken of in the song
program conductor Mrs_
sung Sunday
WerilPs Chamspienship Saddle Stake
the Circle He
Outland-. always has somethiny
Unbroken
in Heaven-, by a guarFUN
—
tit
—
RDUCATION
eulter,
MUSIC
for
interesting
et composed. of Mr
Raymond ,
She- and several children also
Save Monsy—Your Local Bank WM Sol
Story, Mr.,,Enuliet.:Erwin and tern
• gave ;recttetiotein
Yoe gSeason Ticker at
elaue..liters with another daughter
The picnic was certaintv
at the piano.
present
(Ilona
by
all
toyed
Ev-Iyil Cooper who recently
ftitinfclt, secretary.
underwent a tonsil operation at
The Wm. Mason Memorial HosIlev. ft .11..TuLLIe of fi1iithfi!-11_,
-11-tat:-Te-Inth Tina.
N c., man ice, a couple in 1901
and only recently received his fee
and a letter of apology for the
delay.

s•
The Ledger & Times is fully
equipped to do any and all
kinds jots .• printing. Letterheads, envelopes, tkatementa.
bill heads and circular lettera,
posters, in fact anything that
the average person wants, can
be furnished by The Ledger a
Times Job Printing Department..
An the price is as loW as,
you will pay elsewhere.
We
can print anything the merchant or
business
man will
need, and at a price as low as
the same job can be turned out
for in the big offices.
W.• can make delivery in 2.4
hours On Most itAy- job of
printing.
Next time yod have a job to
print bring it to TM- hedger
&

re:*:1•Ef

We Have
WHITE & WEST

EXCHANGE'
'FLOUR
for WHEAT
WE GIVE 35 POUNDS OF
FLOUR AND 10 POUNDS
OF BRAN
—For---60 Pounds of Good First
Class Wheat
PURYEAR, TENN.

S8.0 23.*x,SEI*0133.20

FOR DOUBLE
ANTIKNOCK
PROTECTICI

Dexter News

ENSOR AT CADIZ

Phone 140 WILLARD
Two trips a week to St. Louis
Three trips a week to
Paducah

•.,
.leti%1TUokqf
STATE :FAIR

Outstanding Features

FOR AD.DED
MOTORING
PLEASURE

Ask for Sinclair H-C Gasoline
with Ethyl
The addition of Ethyl compound to the
famous H-C Gasoline doubles your assurance of perfect anti-knock perfofmance. Let us fill up your tank with this

September,13.si 3 P. titm.

September

,.

R

•

_

rtf _
thewhole world ii
creates "credit."
This is not gained in a day but by years of straightforward dealings in business transactions.
The btisniess of our

..0"•*"
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de

I11111P
1 .1

rellql illi

till
*AV *//

. ,„,,i.,.,.. ff. , , ,.
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Our bank is ready to foster and encourage every
legitimate business enterprise in our community
within its power. Being a member of the FEDERAL RESERVE _SY5TEM....e.nables_us._to. _offer the
eitrin-e
-friii-enjoyed by member banks.

.

1111)P

*
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trunks you can buy!
lurealeltigate 4110111.61111,'-sleal114-41•0 ettabasiver that
the Chevrolet Si. is more economical to operat,
than any other truck, negardies. of the numb,
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.. VALUABLES!
V le4 t.1-5 and legal do
um-nts Or stock eel.til;^ates. Or jewels, Or
heirlooms.
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A. for speed and power, Chevrolet gives you
siz-eyibader 50-horsepower engine-2596 more
powerful than the engine In any other truck in
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the lowest price field.
And when you consider capacity, you Gad that
tiberroks's longer wheelbase, sturdy frame land
Moos springs permit the mounting of estra-
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1COOLMOTOR GASOLENE

WHERE ARE THEY NOW? Are they beyond the long
reach of FIRE? Are they where no THIEF could touch
them?
ONLy_46,SAFETY VAULT IS SURE PROTECTION
-H---T-HEff-AND FIRE
' AG AiNSfOT
For a cent a day you elm have a large safety deposit box of
. your own at the Bank of Murray
.
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Take the gyration of first-coat-and yule levier
that the axevroiet St: is one of the lowest priced
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libmasated at the right are some
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priced drir-hur as-$440*
•
coesspfrie with

welcome you.

First- National Bank
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JACKSON PURCHASE OIL CO.
East Main Street
Murray, Ky.
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H-C Gasoline with Ethyl.
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Free from valve-sticking gum

Bedew you buy

bodies,
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a truek for any purpos..eissak

up

ea these facia .boot

Chevrolets tomphille line of

eyhoutior haulage

units. Your Chenvelet dealer
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sews supply fallinfortostion.
Gum An the gasolene keeps your valves sluggish
(slow.to open and impossible to close tightly). You
lostpower, speed cull_ pick-upi and
waste your gasolene. Try it001..
MOTOR,the original
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YOU ARE INVITED TO MAKE THIS'SANK YOUR BUSINESS HOME
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I Meighan, Albright
_ntijoy Film Repast

Brook's Chapel

Keutneky-but if* -wen
very glad Ito have -11/10 liume
- •
again.
-I am very glad indeed that I
ootinty clerk, Geo. Parker and
hundred
one
Approximately
mate a very interestfng talk that live in adjoining neighborhood
rsons gathered at the home of se all enjoyed. Mr. Parker is to es great a place an Lynn
fir. and Mrs. J. W, Filbee3t. Par- now
.-BusY Rae.
game in Gicrifeschool
in the
,nis of Mayor Filbeck, at Olive
to cekhrate Mr. Filbeck's Seth
iiiithijay. last Sunday. Mrs. Fil7th
')eek
Thore were *even perbona, five
ni.,n and two women, of the olive
the
that attended
community
selebration that were eighty years
old or over.. •
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Filbeek
have been a great influence for
'tie good in their community and
hey are looked on with esteem by
troth old and young.

oonstrrienitern

'Lovett. Ore editor 'or our
J. W. Filbeck,
And
paper gave an address.
Celebrates Birthday thou here comes the formhr

Daddy Long Legs
Cast Professionally
Strange To Director

A fine rain fell here early FriStatistics show that the aver- day morning, August 28.
berron eats his own-seeight
Althoush Alfred Szfntell has
Tilde. I know of no one here
t he
fOr
.-a
lood "tree a month or twelve
,d1 1,ctin tobacco ready to cut,
has
that
tints two 111
Hose% lg., they bar
times a Neisi
inconx enteric.. drying past tWelve )ears.
much
s
but
Alfeatured players in
Vionies Ali i ...Tian and Hardie
fruit. The main crop of peaches the eleven
Long Legs-. his latest
istit as average people
two
-Daddy
and
in
conic
just
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hare
comedy romaner. opening
who
Alciglian and
weeks of cloudy weather has Fox
e51)1101
Septein her ,21 at I ills
O1.' in *SY0u ag caused notte_loss in drying.
Port ra.1 -i ret
Theatre haYe ever been associPox drams seining FriShoot
alit
wife
Ramsey.
Hertie
Mr.
.
dus and Saturday to the Capi- son of St. Louis hate Arrived to ated aith him before.
Warner Baxter. who is co-startol Theatre, divided six chicken spend a two we...14s vacation with
during the making and re- Mr. Ranis;x's mother. Mrs. 011ie rsd with Janet Gaynor in this
Alla'. of one scene in the prolong awaited afferin, made "Rolturkeen. and brothers.
ta-Wr
Grande- and "The
Besides these, they were
duction
Sono- are hauling water here as mance of Rio
a
as
beans
under sSantell's diKid"
libernlly helped to
Arizona
dry.
are
cisterns
t'altide `Gillingwater
.wide dish until four howls of them
Mr. l'ierce Holland and daugh- rec!ion. and
important rote'lit-thedihad disappeared.
ter have been visiting relatives had an
Shepherd
file proceeding was. a good here.' They recently returned, tb rector's earlier "Little
of KirestiOni Come.- None of the
joke on both Meighan and Al-- their home in Detroit.
Miss Gaynor.
Idnior Durkin, Charlotte V. Henry in
bright and Dorothy Jordan. the
Mrs. ,Eva Burkeen and her sis- others. trieludine
EIizfeminine leitl..'to his, home for ter, Mrs. Honied. were guests of I "ink Merkel. John 'Arierise.
Pataniount's 'i-fus-kleberry Finn". Ry Mark Twain
Wititbetit Patterson.
dinner that night.
relatives in Benton last week.
Closeer Hale. Sheila
Y and THURSDAY
the director.
T. .k. Jones is still hauling off
CAPITOL THEATRE WEDNESDA
John Illystone.
•-•-••••Mannors. Effie Ellsler iind Edwith Cecilia Loftus and James watcrtnelons.
in
heen
ever
hay,
Maxwell
win
sons.
NEu. 110PK DIttikNIZKIS
•Mrs. Olbe Iturkeen ii,n41
Kirkwood,. who head-the supportpictures, despite" the Senator Pogue Attends
stantell's
KPWOHTM LEAGUE,
ing (list, enjoyed the discomfiture Clerks:. and,-Johnie Ramsey and
nt
Commenceme
of ltieni
moat
College
experience
wide
Murray
to
went
who.
their families,
of 'Meighan and Albright.
nave had in Hollywood.
W.- have organizes: an Epworth
secretely. were having a good shopping last Thursday.
Pugar. W 110 Is Leagile
••••1,11evr
Mrs.._ John Duncan was an all
Hope and alat New
inn their Conferees enc-ss tin
s
rt'lrft',I.nting Union, Crit-day guest of Mrs. Mat Chadwick
hiving themselves.
though we are only four weeks
her
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, "rt.-nods isiseinteesee---essentiates old we are ening strong. 'Are
Lti
-14 was- ,,hist a
to the State Senate, was a pleas- having almost 100 cr Cent ata bushel of apples. to can an
tut...show must go op
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u- vialtor 'at the Collev
Mr and" MIS711-CSISS
-WM. Thu rsdiess %Rh ors. Every one is invited. Come
The jtss cream supperhere the
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guests,
their
for
hit lawny: as one datighter.
night of August 25 was very well tertained Sunday
see what the youngClinton CaVitt; ot Mrs. Math' Pogue Howard. end out and
attended. Good order and all en- Mr and Mrs.'
people al New. Hope are doing.
visit
a
tor
left
They
Paducah
Caritas.
eon a grandson, Forest
joyed the occasion..
The following is the program
last of Pottne Jr.. hoth received (lit
-it'
August . 2$.
Mr. Willie Sims won two prizes to Marion. III.. returning
fOr Sunday night. Septetnher S.
week.
the
fidhouse
School
last graduating diplomas on that
s.
'Ain five'.4nd it She Outland
Xiss Lucile Harris. leader
Mr. l'ogue was deMrs Lois Edwards and chit- 'ossasipn.
dler's ,contest Friday, nisht, Aughalf hours wi
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not a Tef ii
crowd took in Abe ball. in Whitlock Tuesday after a ten she Statt college has made slurPrater
Judge Ed PhilStrong
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these eight years. He. is
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and
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Scripture. reading—Mary Hat
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twins
little
The
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Mr. Joda'stenes and family and
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Mrs. Marie
s I January
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good
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School:
Talk, "My Code of - Honor"—
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sons are getting along fine.
ants year alMiss !nett Walston and Mrs.
According to the histories, best Rue Overby •
who spent
Robinson
Sue
Mrs
wass followed
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Prayer—Pauline Moor..
bad Pearl 'Ramsey
with Mr. and Mrs. Mac .thlainabk, Senator Pogue is reDregs-ding
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year. Saturday to
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Miss
girl.
little
tor Mrs.. Ramsey's
in
families'
distinguished
most
Aunt
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Mrs. Lola Jones .reports the exereigies Manday. 'morning.
Ann Kennedy Pone. first white
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It.
crowd
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sellord making -an average of A large
ad,
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grade:
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speaker titige, presidential
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hour.
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Ruth
Scott,
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grade.
Holcomb
Second
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Daniel In :In minute., checks a Cold the
Mr. and Mrs. Woodie
to,(hip. pat- Roar, who ,accompanied
interest
of
facts
Dorthy
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and
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Dorths
Mr.
ss Boone on his second voyage of first day, and clieckg Malaria in
f Detroit are 'visiting
A; Third 'evade: OW rans and emionunity.
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Lee. B; Forth
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666 Salve for Baby's Cold
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Did sou read W. B. Kennedy grade. L. V
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Efts.
tist trunitute Sunday. Miss Ha'"' licionehlressit. Ky. The
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in
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article
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oracle.- Dorthy Williams, B.
and friend attended stounday ev- ileVer
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The Ledger & -Times? Said "tet
larse crowd at eining serv lees.
There 'ways
for a visit; `lap.ds.„.nieeting with
tobacco get ripe ! ! and fire
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at
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cream
ice
the
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es s well in (SitioMrs., Jesse
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show and steady, no not cook it-.
Saturdas nights Auglast 29. They visited in homes of his mother! way County. Its •bts 'lather was a
Urisise Kennedy's judgement is
sold out and could have sold as Mrs
Mathis. Mrs. 'Joe brother,, until death cled him
Mollie
asoye criticism. he knows.
enteli more.
few years since,- to Marion
Threatt. Mr. and dMrs:. 0. F. oniy
Mr and.ldrs. A. story. Mr. and
all
an
was
Mollie
'Starks
Mrs.
Curd. Sunday.
,T.'Pogue, leilinarau G. Logue', and
_
iirss -Joe Carson are one a pleas- day- guest. of Odra. Mat Chadwick
_s
Walters, -• former ilioutaa F, Pogue of' Murray. The
Miss Mae
.ure trip to Illytheyilie, An.. I'M and • grandchildren: Edward and
nurse of Mason's Memorial Ho,,- senator also had two aunts her.
ti.v .atiout .ksher. when they Eudeil Chadwick -Old Glory. •
pital. was the dinner guest- of iq addition to a number-of other
•
rise -Mississippi river,
Mayfield. of the relatives, only ono. how e received an' airplane: mail PENNI' vifekIFM %WEIRS HaVF: Mrs: Presles
rentains living. I think forGrMon'
Hayden
Mrs,
and
letter frolir our daughter, Jilts
Mr.
oT
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smiled" rather propitiouel)W. M. Piekels just. beyond th,
entertained a nuinher of minis- lune upon the Senator and rather neePanama Canal.
Vie regular meeting" of the tetra of the institute -811!Urday ,
1 1 ted hits .uncies; in that line, as,
Carnet Adams and Miss Katie Penny HomeMakers• Club met night with a 6 o'clock dinner.
school •eaehing his first hobby
,rt ay a
a mornIng radio
was
There
%01 than politician, then lawyer, then
and Mrs C A Morsan. Mrs- Roy Graham.• ran,
,
party at the home of Mrs.
mine owner.'ham visited the Legis_ Ralph and Rachel, attended the
MesMembers present were:
rain Pucketta Monday, Those
for 29 years.
meeting at the - Christian dames Will Nanny, Gatlin Clop- previent 'were: Mesdames Clint attire every terro
• "-big
Minister
churelt at Farmingosn
ton, Charlie Gibbs, Leonard Wil- Lancaster, Carl
Haley. Presley
Rex WOOS, did the preaching son, Chealey Adams, Oscar Jones, Ford, Ocas Puckett. Misses Ilesapitootidls,
Glenn Rogers, Ray Graham. Lu- sic Barnhart, Marelle Jones." anti
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GOLDBLOOM
Week-end'

SPECIALS

Harris Grove
The t.l.pod rain we had in this
roniniunity was very mach aPprecinted and came in time to
-4:bye the corn and later tobacco.
Mrs. Rob Marton of__Dettoit
is visiting her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Connie Wilson and other
relative*.
Mr. and Mrs. Cloys Farris was
histiside. of -her
cstted- to- Ore
bother. Mr. Cooper, who was
seriously hurt Saturday atternoern while hiving some bees.
There has been a large number in the neighborhood that halebeen
attending the Christian
tent meeting at Bell City the past
week.
Esery one reports good
preaching arid good attendance.
The Ltnn Grove echoed started
Mondak with a large
and Mr Floyd, director of the
hand, gave a regular band cent and Elder Scott read a
seripture lesson and offered a very
earnest prayer and after this Joe

We have all the smartest cQlors
—Blaek, Brio-Wii -arid'Green
with Caracul, Beaver, Fox or
Wolf Furs to choose from.

New Frocks
Unusual ... Yet they are individually
styled

Murray Consumers
Coal and Ice Co.

•
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13- MI5 16.17
211.221232

SEPTEMBER
-START IT RIGHT

CALLING

46 OR 410 FOR YOUR
GROCERIES-

•••• •••••

114.-

We Will strive to give you-TPROMPT SERVICE
_CC/URT.EQUS TREAILMEN:1and QUALITY GROCERIES -at
REASONABLE. PRICES
WE DELIVER

• W. C. FARMER & SON
COLLEGE ADDITION

a $9.95
MILLINERY

PAINS

-1

BY

Shining examples•of utumn smartness are these
clever new-frocks. Fashion details...are- the
smartest,-ifuiterials are lovlier than ever before. And one point you'll ALL agree . they
Mike you look-sirnpIy stunning.

IS SO different! You must see
the New Hats

QUIT COMING

ternee pat& This would
hist for hours and I could
Sia no relief.
tried alrooet everythat was recommended to me, but found

thing

bathing that would help
until I began taking
Clardul. My
thought It

mother
would be
me, so she

good for
get a eolith of C,ardui
Ind alerted me taking
I. I noon horroved.
The bad spells quit

-

Dashing. . . daring . . . newest of the new . . .
they make every other hat look old and every
woman young. Smart women are buying these
hats right now, as most desirable compliments
to mid-season costumes.

A DASH
Of COLOR
.. makes old garments
look like new •
Nlw- is the time to hare your Fall Dyeing done.
VA represent- one of hteJargest and most sue( e.s.sful dyeing firms in the United Stetes, Prompt
-erviee. reasonable charges.

WHERE QUALITY CLEANING-- GIVES PRICE A MEANING

coadng. I was soon
In normal health."
—JIM /*wet Harris,

&us

98c to $4.98

•

Wetl, fellers. it IS tough to have to put:those shoes and stockings back
,orl and tiudge off to sehool, isn't it? We folks up hero at Crawford(;atlin used to be school kids ourselves and we know the grief those
school bells used to cause. But they WILL ring, and—believe it or not
. dinTitstinritiaattrtfr
6
drsssed. Tell your aka to bring you into this store for your new outfit.: •

Crawford-Gatlin Inc.

R1' EST---QUICKEST--BEST
Wells Purdom, Manager
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Those School d1s igeRinging

As •II-Jiek.
Mecca.
l-rYt

DUI
CAR
Kips Women to Health

S2495

with close fitting lines and,luxurious fur trimmed collars and cuffs.

roily coAL,

1931

Paducah, Ky.

JUST RECEIVED A NEW SHIPMENT OF
FALL COATS

ktiOnfds

'Whoa2 was a girt I suffered periodically with terrible palm in my back and
Sides Often I would bend
almost double with the in-

Tentt and Monroe

Ntt.‘ $165°'
CO4

Temple Hill News I

-

FdiFiincy Moulds, see your dealer-or- communicate direct

Presenting The New
Fashions For
FALL

666

* HERE'S

Watch your dealer's window and newspapers for special announcements.
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Auspices Calloway Post of

American Legion
This advertisement contributed to
the American Legion by the
following public-spirited
businesses and
individuals
W. T. SLEDD & CO.
CALLOWAY LUMBER CO.
DALE & STUBBLEFIELD
DUKES LADIES READY TO
WEAR
WEAR'SDRUG STORE
CRAWFORD-GATLIN,INC.
C. A, HAIEN,
- JIM -MDANIEI::‘--7- MARY NEALE
-

THE DAY'S PROGRAMME
9:00 A. M.
1000 A6 M.
11:00 A. M.
1:05P. M.
2:00 P. M.

GEO.HART
HERMAN HOLLAND
CHAS.DENHAM
H. B. BAILEY, JEWELER
SHROAT'S MEAT MARKET
MODEL CLEANERS ,
COLLEGE CITY PRINTERS
JOHNSON-FAIN MUSIC CO.
- --OWEIV11 HOUSTON
- GRAHAM & JACKSON

3:00 P. M.

Big Parade
Concert by High School Bands
100,Yard Dash for Boys 12. 16
220 Yard Dash for Ages 17 yearti-Up
Old Fiddlers Contest; Fat Man's Race
Address by Congressman Voris Gregory, Mayfield
Music
Baseball: Hazel vs. Pine Bluff

Prizes Will Be Given in NrContests
.—

ALL:EXHIBITIONS

FREE

Plenty of Barbecue, Food and Drinks for Sale by American Legion -for
Benefit of Drum and Bugle Corps. : EVERYTHING ELSE IS FREE!
The following public-spirited concernS
have contributed to the publication
of this page

• Stores Will Be Closed From
10:30 A. M. to 2:30 P. M.

FRAZEE,-BERRY & MELUGIN
J. K. FARMER
CAPITOL THEATRE - *—
BANK OF MURRAY
MERCANTILE
CO.,
JACKSON PURCHASE OIL CO.
MURRAY
E. J. BEALE MOTOR CO.
V. H. CLARK
"U-TOTE-EM" GROCERY CO,
T.0. TURNER
MASON
M.
T. H.STOKES
R.
T. L.SMITH
B. F. BERRY
MURRAY CONSUMERS COAL
PIGGLY-WIGGLY
& ICE CO.
CLAUDE L. BROWN
CLAUDE AND.ERSON
KENTUCKY,
-TENNESS
NATIONAL HOTEL
LIGHT
&
POWER
CO.,INC.
CHAS. GROGAN
BURI§IETT WARTERFIELD
JONES'DRUG CO.
MURRAY ICE CREAM CO.
C. C. FARMER
----:="--,CEWW114;:SEAMAN
- R.'-H:VXNUEVEie.ointi CO: *"
COVINGTON BROS. & CO.
J. W.CLOPTON & CO.
SUPERIOR CLEANERS
COLLEGIATE INN
MURRAY LUMBER CO.
MURRAY MEAT MARKET

ring Your Family --- Tell
Your Friends
OfriET ENJOY -YOURSELVES;-dhd S---stactith*
Whole Day - Withilst
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THE LEDGER & TIKES, MURRAY. KENTUCKY
was served from a long table by
Mrs. Tom' Williams and Mrs.
Jim Dick. alto were hosts.
A lovely variety of gifts were
received by the besuorwes..
[be guest list included:
Jane
Sexton. Mary
Emden&
Farmer, Sue ,Fartner. Zane Housem, Bianca Connor, Mailyn Mason., Facloet Linn, Annie
Lee
Vat lay. Mat tha Sue Key. Martha
Lou Barbet. Laura Lee- Copaon.
Creida Copson.
Frances Waters, Max Miller.
JaIllre Omar Pierce. *Ralph Vernon Pinney-. Janice Bailey, Billie
Polito& W
Elkins. Margaret
_Mareholl W'S'efet., Aetell
ale. Solon Hale. James Dale
Clopion. Henry Fulton. Billie UtGiltrei t. Edward
Harold
ley.
James. Alfred Dick.

ton was host.
cOmpanied by Miss Milsob•th RanDOM RUC
pioftle
84/OIli, members 'together with dolph
through -this Method of better
inettilees of her bridge club pre-Kentucky
Mountain
Peoplemerketing the grower way 01$00
sented the honoree a lovely gift.
Nits. Greg Miller
'1.1note1t in position to at least
WiReasiglibs
A variety of other gifts were inSolo-Miss
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Elizabeth
Continued from Page 11 4
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My. Earl Howard
Willoughby
A plate lunch was served.
holders,
and
we
must
do
the
"The Service of Fanners of
-were united in marriage- Suncley.
Only members and a few inU- Mexico and Tennessee"- Mrs. J. same thing.
Two of the largo
August 13. at Murray
mate friends of Mrs. Langston H. Coleman
ntanufacturers of tobacco in the
The impressive ring ceremony
were persent.
DelightfUl refreshments were United States recently declared
was read by the
R. It.
dividends for only three months
served.
Brooks. al nine o'clock, in the
business of this year of more than
I Cr, molly IMuner
There werweighteen present.
piesence of 'only immediate memOn Sunday, August at,. a coin
nine -million dollars and this
bers of the family.
triunity dinner was spread at the
does eat represent all their earnThe bride wore a han d setae
hotue uml Mt. and Airs. A. J. Jones,
ings
it Is estimated that the
model of flax) blue gey-yrgette with
four Avergest manufacturers of
of Ls 1111 1.; move. The dinner was
white
accessories and
carried
tobacco
given in honor of Mr. and Mrs.
in the United
States
witite rosea.
Bob lamtPar-_.PatiLLCILII-. LOA
rtarnet1 Mors: than ona hundred_
The couple left --for
Louis.
Ittall tit ti II) decorated with flowers
Chicago. and
other
norther*
and rich foods Were spread ,in
Alt It. H. Stark and son.
Eld. and Mrs. W. G. MeDerpoints. After September 12 they
Ole open grove.
All litimately tri
III berland Furnace, Tenn., mott, daughter and son, all of
will be at home in Darts.
ettjoved tile reunion.
_did Mr. 'I'. W. Stark and daugh- Benton, were visitors In Murray
Mrs Willoughby is. the atkracThe foltowing were present.
ter, Doro:hy. of Manghain, La., Monday_
'iv*, daughter of Mrs Annie Wil- Reit*. T., Meet Titewria).
Air and Airs. J. B. Jordan, Mr. were luncheon guests of It. 'W. • Eld. and
Mrs. B. B Boaz and
son id Murray.- She is a gradseitietither 8th.
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Outland
School,
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Mrs.
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Mr.
and
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Department
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nous visitors in Murray Tuesday.
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dan and daughters. Frances, of day.,
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ii. e. degree from M. S. T. C. Tuesday evening. Seetember 8.. at
Mrs Wilbert Outland gave a Paducah; Mrs J D. Watkins of Rout 2, was an operative patient ger of the Columbia Amusement
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:he home of Mrs Pete Fanner luncheyor-hridge at her home to- Padueali; Mrs. Sue Howard. Mr. at the Keys-Houston Clinic Hos- Cotnpany, was in town Tuesday.
While
in
college she ,IISS with Mrs. Fulmer. Mr,. W. T. day complimenting Mrs. B. (1 and Airs: Porter AleNeely and
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pital Wednesday
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daughter. Dorothy
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.
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the Keys-Houston Clinic-Hospital
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for a minor operation on :
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All members are urged to be white was carried out in the nett. Mr. and Mrs. D. F. Duncan of New Orleans, Lae announce the day.
Willoughby Is a graduate present at 7:30 for a short bust- motifs and decorations.
daughters,
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of Grove's High School and re- mu-as meeting after which the Were
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Wednesday afternoon
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University and played golf over the
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Porter Cooper, farther of near guests at his camp on Tennessee
at Gregory. and Mary Virginia Din - daughter, lief tie Jo; Reba Mcphis.. and at present is oonnected
Gregor. Paducah; Mr and Mrs. Crossland. fell from a tree while River for a few days; W. 1,1 Kenhridee, Tuesday afternoon, at the gold assisted the host.
with Evan,
Willoukhy Drug
daughters. trying, _to hive a swarm of bees. nedy, Paducah, W. S. Swann, M.
The honoree Was presented a .1, F.. AlcNeely and
Cajigerho,ne in .compliment to
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Wednesday. ,August rooms where eight table were Miss Sally Pence. Miss Suzanne Airs Will Harris of Nashville; vile _critical. ee _
_ _ _
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- Ralbsorry and baskets of cut
Mrs. F. E.
• lovelV;tee drink was 'erred
ter, Patricia. are visiting In MeadI have
just
returned
flowers decorated the pretty back before the, game
from
•Late in the M Cox, Mrs. Geo. Smith, Mrs i:eale: and Mr anti Mrs. Tour ville. Penn.
market and now opening up new
lawn... where interesting galnes afternoon a salad cou rse was Joe Carlton. Mv, Ed Farmer Williams.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Jennings Pall Dream-c.,and Coats in the
were played under the direction served.
Mrs. Love Williams. Mrs NV. T
Dr. 'and Mee E it Houston are the guests of Mr and Mrs. best medium price merchandise
-of Miss Frances Helen Linn and " Those included were
Sledd Jr.
this tie inte-kets afford; style is right
had
C.
B Porter in Alemphis
as their guests Saturday for
Miss Elizabeth Randolph
Mrs. John Burnham. Mrs. W. J
• F.., Margaret Grave.. Miss
and best of all, they are being
Punett was served as the guests Etna Baker. Live Oak. Pla , Miss Caplinger. 'Mrs. Wells Purdoni, Infich Dr. W. I) Ftinkliouser and week.
arrived
Don't beells-atatIl
Later iced _watermelon. Marie itifirin•ow, Corpus Christi. Nits. John Rowlett. Mrs. Max Prof. W. S. Webb front LexingMiss Mary Coleman will leave priced right.
Williams. !on. Ky. Drs. Funkhouser and next week for
Miss Mary
carmen
Texas, eitt see them. -Mrs. Dell Finney
Mrs. Marvin Fulton. Mrs Harry Webb are in Murray in the Inter- where she
Texas Ii Company.
teaches • in
Sledd. .Mrs. Ed Diuguid Jr., Mr. max of an archaelogical survey Christian College University.
!wine made hr the University of
G. B. Scott.. Mt. Jack Farmer.
Miss Eva McDaniel is a patient
:ellittacky.
and
the
Melugin. Mrs !,
National at the Clinir-Flospital this week
Mrs. Clifford
,
...chaeological Society.
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Mrs. Hanson is a daughter
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brated her fourteenth birthday. eoerse was served by the hostess. of Mr. and Mrs E .A Hughes,
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eetion, rereeiv•ol- very serious
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The home was unusually pretty
burns about his, feet and legs.
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COUNTRY CLUB
Robert Broach
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.anghlers, Air. and Mrs. Glen
3 TALL OR
ft•-ey.
Mr. and Mrs.
Claude
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6 SMALL CANS
tanner and children. Me add
Mrs. -Pete Farmer. Mr. and Mrs
'
COUNTRY CLUB
Fred James and Mee and, .Mrs.
Purdom and children.
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Textile Miss Mary Williams. Miss
Mary Gableert. Miss Callis Wear,
Alias Desiree Beale, Miss Mary
Coleman, Ft. Worth, Texas. Mrs.
Bea Grogan, Mrs E. S. Diuguid
Jr., Mrs. Marvin Fulton. Mrs
Whitnell,
Marvin
Mrs. B. 0
Langston, Mrs. Bryan Langston,
Mrs. 0 J. Jennings, Mrs. Cecile
Hatsel. of Pittsburgh, Pa.
Mrs.
Frances McLean.
Mrs.
Harry Sledd. Mrs. Charles Hord,
Purdoni. Mrs. Joe
Mrs. Welts
Churchill.
Lovett. Mrs. ft
H
Mrs. Wilbert Outland. Mrs. G. B.
Scott, Mrs Get/ Hart. Mrs. Herschel Corn. MI, Karl Frazee.
Vern.(111 Hale. Mrs_ Tedaienlord. Mrs. Kate Kirk, Mrs Jack
Cliffoird Melugin.
Farmer, Mrs
Mrs. Sarah Smith. Mrs. Max Carman. Mrs. John Burnham. Alfa.
Marion Lovett. Mrs. It Al Mason
Mrs Corinne Patterson.
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ELP. YOURSELF STOP

H

BUSIEST PLACE IN TOWN

SPECIALS FOR FRI.AND .-AT.

SUGAR, 10 pounds •

48c

SOAP,P. and G., 7 bars for

25c

PURE HOG LARD,2 lb.. for . . . . 15c
(2-pound limit)

PINEAPPLE,No.2, 15c; No. 1

seat

. . 10c

JAR RINGS,3 dozen for

10c

CHEESE, Cream, pound

22c

SOAP,.T01itt3 5c'bars for
SLICED'BACON, pound

16c

OFFE, packed by Maxwell
,
TOILET TISSUE,3 rolls for

Scim
—ethirik New •

'
14c

22c

TOMATO CATSUP, 25c size,
Welch

13c

Ft.Worth

A Special
Showing of

Plggly Wiggly

Winter Coats and Dresses

Turner's Store

C. Club FLOUR
Pillsbury or Gold Medal
SUGAR
o k
F• G
-P
DRESSING

WANT ADS

Friday and Saturday, 4 and 5
New Fall Garments Priced to Sell!

GitOWER:4

MUST Close_ Them Out Before_ 4
Before Sept-. 15th.

241b
Sack

A
•`TUC

241b
Sack

a=
%IOC

$1.29 j
29c
29c

and

ItAINDOW
SALAD

Another

RE WAR

•

We, the undersigned, Murray Tobacco Board of Trade, Inc..
pay tile .84)21,
f $200.00 in cash for information lead.,
ing to the arrest and conviction of the per-toff or - potions guilty of setting.fire
- any of our buildings in the tobacco dis-trict which were destroyed by fire on
April 12, 1931 and July 9, I 931. We will
also pay $200.00 for information leading
to the arrest and conviction of any person or, persons guilty of setting fire to any
of pur property in the future.

MURRAY TOBACCO BOARD
OF TRADE INC'
The above reward of $200.00 on the
property mentioned is in addition to the
standing reward of $100.00 on any property insured by this agency.

Frazee, Berry.
Melugin
-AracolPriral.4

PHONE 331
•

.01

••

,
''.•••••rt

"It Does Make a Difference Who Writes
oni Insurance"

J

JEWEL

DRINKS
2 itIL 25c

COFFEE

BEER EXTRACT

Here Are
the New

L.41ItIntl Appointed !Africk...in
Civen For Aire. II. O. Lampoon
Mrs. Fred ?emelt and Mrs.
Ethel Bowden irtre heels at a:lee-eel a. the Natioli.; Hotel,
Friday i
honor of ,Mrs. B. 0.
L.ngston.
- The tabie hold as a ralltanleea
large bowl- of snapdragons and
periwinkle
The
guests
presented
the
noneree a beautiful selection of
handkerchiefs.
Covers 'were laid for:
Mies B. 0. Langeton. Mrs. J
V. Carlton. Paducah; Mrs. John
Parke
Mayfield.
Mrs. George
Smith. Benton, Airs. M. R Cox.
minghatn
Edd Fanner,
kIrtWilliani Purriorn. Mrs. Wilbert Outland. Nits. Marvin Pul:
thn. Miss Mary Williams. Mrs.
Robert
Broach.
Mrs. F.
Fe.
Cràwf.d,
re. Jinni:4.. a
- nd Stre.
Bowden.

3 LBS.55c

Lb, Pkg. 19c
_mauls

ser...

PEKOE TEA 'kr

21c

MEATS

mia

18c

O
CtIVES
W. QUEENQTAA
r

29c

PORK &.BEANS 25`
CATSUPIZ:
10c

ii,uoRGE LARD N"rria's $4.45
()LEO 21abs.

FALL

iALT

By Knox and Stetson

WHITE

MEAT

Lb.

tlic

.19-c

8c

Fresh Fruits and Vegetables
Large Ripe Bananas 2 doz. 29c

... to top off your dressiness

IT'S the'new shape in Fall
Airs. tri.rdon Hanka Is
ifenoreel at bet cly ligitiche.rn
1 Homburgs . . . shown here
Mrs. E. SeDitigtud Jr . enter in the new autumn shadings at
'bed at luncheon, Thursday. at
a new price for the quality now
'he. National Hotel in compliment
,, Mrs -Rorrion Banks
featured,'
N vase of garden flowers was
the centerpiece' of the long table
••••
vhich was set for Twelve
Those present were:
-Mrs. liankty Mrs Joe Lovett,
?rf
Try tied. Miss trizeT,etti I
I.ox t,
wine M,rearrt
Tandy,
Mrs 'Italy
connov, Mrs. Henry
Aaron. . rs John Rhhinson. Mrs
W T Si 1 it . Mrs Wells Pnr
don MT' Tpd St:ntorri. and Mrs
eliKtitettist • • ....e!...Peses^ "Ai.- r Is.
'ti
stewing j'Itiii i.iver. es•-•
SiletV4 el I.Pll 111.., 11.4114044)11,. ,
Mrs Ti o LantisBep
r..
.
swss ee v en
f_
i ry -slOAWei 1% tfie Eliir .'OW{ g-lir' ing Clef, of which she is a mem•
I tee.. at their regular nu ,
tins' '
IA reloesday.
Mns
Marten I' il- ....._ .

Sledd & Co.

California ORANGES doz

23c

Head Lettuce

10c

•head

YOur-DoTlir Buys More a a 'Kroger—Store

"It It's New—We Have it"

•

•

•

BULK
LB.

PURE, WIRT
FRESH

HATS

OTHER HATS $2.50 UP

First Floor Gatlin Building

KROGER

•
e
• ••
•
•
4

-•••
••-• •

